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ABSTRACT
This is a Crow-English dictionary with an English-Crow reference key.
It contains over 500 distinct entries, each with its person and
plural fo~s when these are irregular, part-of-speech designation,
English translation with additional notes on its meaning, analysis
and additional notes, and finally sentences that illustrate their
use. The entries were chosen purposefully in order to illustrate
all of the various word classes, types of selectional restrictions,
types of irregularities, all of the affixes, and special idiomatic
uses of various .stems.
The dictionary proper is preceded by several sections covering various
aspects of the phonology and morphology of the language. Orthography-
Phonology gives an outline of the basic phonemic structure and the way
in which the sounds are represented in the spelling system, and this
is followed by a statement of the Alphabetical Order according to
which the dictionary entries are listed. The section on Plurals pre-
sents a set of conjunctively ordered rules - reminiscent of some that
appear in the phonology of the language - which derive the spelling
of the regular plural form of a stem given the spelling of the singular.
The next section, Person prefixes, deals with the forms of the prefixes
which are added to the verb and which refer to and agree with the
subject and the objects of the sentence. The section on Possession
discusses alienable and inalienable possession, and the form of the
prefixes, which agree in person with the possessor, that are added
to the possessed noun. In each of these sections there is also a
discussion of the important types of irregularities that occur, as well
as an indication of how word-class membership and irregularities are
indicated in the dictionary proper.
Thesis supervisor: G. Hubert Matthews
Title: Professor of Linguistics
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1Introduction
In this dictionary of the Crow language, I have attempted to
include almost all of the bound morphemes of the language as well as
examples of each of the various types of stems, both simple monomorphemic
sterns, and stems that are derived from other morphemes by means of
derivational affixes, and compounding. 1n addition, this thesis is
not meant so much to be a contribution to the general theory of language
or the theory of the lexicon, but rather it is meant to be a start
toward fulfilling a need of the Grow 'lTibe of Indians of !'lontana. Our
people have begun to teach our children in their own language and about
the structure of their language. We now need to have books which we can
use for reference and for study. We also need to record our culture arid
our histor":r in our own language; and we must record the meanings of the
words we use so that our books can always be understood.
1n the preparation of this dictionary, many people have been very
helpful. IV10st important have been some of those who still know and use
the language in the way our fathers used it - Martin He :Does 1t, Henry
Old Goyote, and George rteed, Sr.. In addition, a number of my coworkers
and fellow students have been generous with their time and advice about
various parts of this thesis - J:!,'una Kose He Does It, and 1;ale Old Horn•
.f.i'inally, 1 would like to thank my teacher lX. Hubert .fI'latthews for the
many ways in which he has helped me, for his most generous contribution
of time and energy, and for his continuing guidance.
2Orthography - Phonology
The seven obstruents in Crow include three stops p, t, and k, one
affricate ch, and three continuants s, sh,: and x; p is bilabial, t and s
are dental, ch and sh are palatal-alveolar, k is velar, and x is post-
velar or pharyngeal. Intervocalically, the obstruents are voiced, other-
wise they are voiceless, and the stops and the affricate are aspirated
when they are initial or follow an identical obstruent. (Phonologically,
palatal-alveolars are never preceded by dentals. When such a cluster
appears in the orthography, the dental represents the corresponding
palatal-alveolar.) vfuen following some enclitics, which are often not
written as separate words, intervocalic obstruents behave as if they were
initial with respect to voicing and in some cases also aspiration. How-
ever, this is one of the aspects of urow phonology in which there are
regional and individual differences as to which enclitics are involved,
and as to whether or not aspiration as well as voicing is blocked by them.
Phe velar stop is followed by a palatal offglide whenever it is preceded
by a palatal-alveolar obstruent, by a front vowel, or by an h which is
preceded by a front vowel (Kaschube, l~tthews 1973); and in addition it
is fronted to palatal position when it is followed by a front vowel
(Gordon 1972).
It will be noted that there is a close relationship between the
dental and the palatal-alveolar obstruents. In general, whenever through
morphophonemic alternations an underlying palatal-alveolar obstruent
oomes before a morpheme-initial low vowel, it is replaced by the corre-
sponding dental. ./!'rom the struoturalist point of view, however, these
3cannot be regarded as allophonic variations, for this change occurs also
... ~
before certain other morphemes, and there are a certain number of occur-
rences of dental obstruents before non-low vowels and palatal-alveolar
obstruents before low vowels within morphemes. Investigations into the
morphophonemics of Crow indicates that rules are required which would
make an underlying distinction between dental and palatal-alveolar
obstruents unnecessary. However, such is possible only if we give up
the prohibition against unrestrained merger, something we feel would be
completely wrong to do in this case.
Of the two laryngeal sonorants, hand ?, the? has a highly re-
stricted distribution. It constitutes the complete phonological
representation of one morpheme - the interrogative performative, - and
does not otherwise occur. Furthermore, this morpheme occurs only at the
ends of words, although it may be followed by enclitics, which are
\~itten as separate words. The other two sonorants occur in bilabial
and dental positions. Each of these have three allophones, which are
differently represented in the orthography; wand 1 - a lateral tap -
occur intervocalically, b and d occur following obstruents, and m and n
occur finally and adjacent to sonorants. In initial position, the stop
and nasal allophones are in free variation, but only the stop is written
in this position.
Vowels are either long or short, and length is indicated by a
sequence of identical vowels. The short vowels i, a, and u are lax. The
short mid vowels e and 0 are usually lax before consonant clusters that
contain an obstruent, but there are some exceptions to this. In word
final position, all vowels are phonetically short - th~ugh underlying
4length is orthographic~Llly indicated, - and the mid vowels are phoneti-
cally low. All other vowels are tense.
In general, there is one stressed syllable in each word, although
some unstressed enclitics are written as separate words. Some stressed
long vowels are falling (pitch) stressed; all other stressed vowels are
high (pitch) stressed. High stress is indicated by an a.ccent on a short
vowel or on the second of identical vowels, and falling stress is indicated
by an accent on the first of identical vowels. Among unaccented vowels,
there is no distinction between high and falling pitch, and their pitch
is determined by the following rule: Starting with the stressed syllable,
which is high or falling as just described, all syllables back to the
first long vowel of the word are high pitched, and all syllables preced-
ing the first long vowel, as well as all syllables following the stressed
vowel are low pitched.
There are two underlying unit vowels ia and ua which are phoneti-
cally as well as orthographically diphthongs. When these vowels are fall-
ing stressed, the accent is placed over the first vowel graph; and when
~hey are high stressed it is placed over the second graph, i.e., the a.
With respect to the pitch contour of the word, these diphthongs, with one
exception, are long vowels, and like all other surface diphthongs, the
first vowel is long and carries the syllable peak, land the second vowel
is short and non-syllabic. The one exception is that the diphthong ia,
when it is derived historically from a high front vowel that precedes x,
functions as a short vowel and has the syllable peak on the second vowel,
which is short and lax,'~ and a non-syllabic first vowel, \vhich in the
5speech of some individuals is not pronounced at all.
There are several rules in the phonology of Crow which deal with the
quality and length of word final vowels. The effect of these rules is to
replace the long high vowels with the corresponding diphthongs, which are
represented by simply adding an a, and all other vowels with a short low
or lower-mid vowel which is front unrounded if the underlying vowel is
unrounded and back rounded if the underlying vowel is rounded. The pi tch
stress does not change. In the orthography, the quality change is
reflected by replacing the vowel by the corresponding mid vowel, but the
change in length is not indicated. We use the term 'stem' to refer to
the form of a morpheme prior to the application of these rules, and the
form that results from their application is called the 'citation form'.
In the lexical entries and in these introductory sections, we cite stems
rather than citation forms, but in the example sentences we follow the
conventional orthography.
stem citation form
I I houseawaasuu awaasuua
'"
I daybaapl. baape
bciashu b~sho feather
/ Ibachee bachee man
b·/ bi{a rock1J.
bil~pa /bilape beaver
I
bishtbishe blanket
bishte
/
buffalobishee
stem
I'
daakko
d{aa
./J.axassaa
ihchiP~a
.. hb / .1.18 12
Ikoo
~
kuu
I
00
/pulua
/
tannaa
I
xalia
citation form
d~akko
Id1aa
/1axassee
ihchip,ia
.. hb'·118 l1a
Ikoo
Ikuua
/
00
Ipulua
Itannee
I
xalia
mud turtle
do
snake
jump
mountain lion
that
give
bring
purr
shiver
itch
6
The vocative morpheme, which is always word final, has no phonological
reflex, but the vowel preceding it is lengthened and does not undergo
these final vowel rules. Proclitics, some of which are written as sepa-
rate words, are also not subject to any of these final vowel rules. The
final vowel of certain adverb stems, and vowels that precede the inter-
rogative morpheme, which is always a word final glottal stop, are subject
to the final vowel shortening rule, which is not reflected in the ortho-
graphy, but not to the quality changing rules. In the speech of children
and a large number of young people, the interrogative morpheme is not
pronounced, but still the quality changing rules are not operative.
7Alphabetical Order
~he order in which forms are listed in this dictionary is similar
to the alphabetical order followed in most English dictionaries, including
the practice of regarding digraphs as sequences of letters even though
they represent unit sounds. ~hus, for example, words that begin with sh
follow words that begin with sa and precede those that begin with so. In
addition, the sh in kushtiu, for example, where it represents a dental
containuant followed optionally by aspiration, is not distinguished in
the alphabetization from the digraph sh, which represents a palatal-
alveolar continuant. In the case of words which differ only in the place-
ment of the accent, the one with the accent closest to the beginning of
the word precedes the other, and the one without an accented syllable
follows the other.
8'Plurals
The plurals of both nouns and verbs are formed in pretty much the
same manner; this is done by the addition of the plural suffix. In
general, this suffix has the form of a non-low back vowel. ~be following
conjunctively ordered rules of thumb cover the spelling of all but a few
irregular plural forms.
1 • Add the plural suffix uu
2. Replace a preceding short front vowel, and in verb stems a preceding
long front vowel, by the corresponding low vowel
3. Delete a preceding lax vowel or the a of a diphthong
4. Change the plural morpheme to 00 if it follows a front vowel or a
high vowel
5. Change the plural morpheme to the corresponding short vowel u or 0
if it follows a long vowel
singular plural
I I
aaxua aaxuoo hide
;' I
aaxxinne aaxxinnuu dissuade
I -/bachee bacheeo man
/ I
baxxu baxxuu ask
b{a bfoo woman
b·'/ b· 1 rock11 1.1.0
. / b· h I: buffalobJ.shee 18 eeo
I I
bishka bishkuu dog
h·l/· chil~au fearC 1 11
I /
chiwee c:hiwaau tell
/ Idaasuu daasuuo thy house
/ /dee daau go
9singular plural
./ ./ hurtJ.axxo l.axxouu
iich{ili iich{iluu horse
ihchipfi'a ·h h· ,/ jump1. c l.pUOO
./
-1 / standiluu 1 uuo
iishb{i - - hb / - mountain lion118 1.1.0
/ / blowkaataa kaataau on
/ I thatkoo koou
I' /
00 oou attached
/ Ipaa paau shout
,/ I-I itchxalia xa 1.00
There are three other rules that apply to plural forms. The first is
that a palatal-alveolar obstruent is replaced by the corresponding dental
if it precedes a vowel that is replaced by a low vowel through the applica-
tion of rule 2.
d~tchi
duush{
d ' h--UUS 1.1
/duttuu
Iduusuu
Iduusaau
grasp
eat
lay down
The second rule, which is not reflected in the orthography, is that in
vowel sequences~ the first vowel is pronounced long and the second as a
short semivowel. And the third, which is reflected in the orthography,
is that any long high vowel, at the end of a word is replaced by the corre-
sponding diphthong. This means that when the plural morpheme is word
final and follows a consonant it is replaced by uua.
A few of the irregular plurals involve combinations of the plural
morpheme and certain other suffixes: The plural of the generic i is ilu;
the plural of the imperative hAJah is aalah; and the plural of the inten-
tional future ii is 00. _tU1other group of irregular plurals consists of
10
verb stems in long front vowels which are exceptions to rule 2. Most of
these end in high stressed vowels.
chit
I
tawee
"chiJ.o
/'
taweeo
carry on the back
hot
~here are a number of plural forms which, although they are regular from
the stand point of the phonological processes of the language, still they
cannot be derived from the spelling of the singular forms through the
application of the rules given above, due to the fact that certain under-
lying distinctions are not reflected in the orthography.
chilaka£ chilak~~ drive
I d · Idappee appJ.l.O kill
/.. {kuu1kaa. see
kule'e / chasekuluu
And finally there are some really irregular plural forms.
In the lexical entries, those plurals are:~ ci ted which cannot be
derived from the spelling of the singular form by means of the preceding
five rules of thumb.
I
aaxua aiv; hide
k.xxinne atv; dissuade
Ibachee n; man
bkxu atv; ask
ib1a n; woman
bit an; rock
bish/e an; bufi'alo
/
bishka an; dog
chi{~ -0 atv; pack
chilakai, chil~u atv; drive
chilli siv; afraid
I
chiwee atv; tell
I ./dappee, dappi~o atv; kill
I
dee aiv; go
Idutchi atv; grasp
duush{ atv; eat
I
duushii atv; lay down
I
iaxxo siv; hurt
ihchip~a siv; jump
iich{ili an; horse
iishb{i an; mountain lion
{kaa,!kuu atv; see
I
iluu aiv; stand
/kaataa atv; blow on
I
koo pronoun; that
I I
kulee, kuluu atv; chase
I
00 atv; attached
,
paa aiv· shout
I '
tawee, -0 siv; hot
I
xalia siv; itch
11
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PerSOll Prefixes
Verbs are divided into two classes on the basis of which of two sets
of prefixes they use for agreement with-the subject. These two sets of
prefixes are called the actor prefixes and the goal prefixes. If the
verb is one that takes its subject in the Actor case, the actor prefixes
are used: But if it is one that requires its subject to be in the Object
case, the goal prefixes are used. The goal prefixes are also used to
refer to an object. There is some variation among the forms of the
subject prefixes - especially the actor prefixes - depending upon their
morphological and phonological environment; but in general the absence of
a prefix is associated wi th third person, the vowel a is associa.ted ,·,i th
the actor prefixes, ii with the goal prefixes, the consonant b with first
person, and d with second person. The regular forms of these prefixes are
actor goal
singular plural
1 • baa bii balee
I
2. daa dii dii
Note that the accent regularly moves to the second person actor prefix.
Most transitive verbs that use the actor prefixes may also take the re-
flexive prefix, which is inserted in the form between the actor and goal
prefixes.
hit him/thepl
he dich{
they di tu'u
I baalich{
I
we baalituu
,
thou daalichi
I
ye daalituu
me
biilich{
biilit,{u
I
biilaalichi
biilk.lituu
us
baleelich{
baleelit~u
baleel~alichi
baleel~lituu
hit
he
they
I
we
thou
ye
he
they
I
we
thou
ye
thee
diilich{
diili t£u
diiwaalich{
Idiiwaalituu
dance
dissh{
d p Il.SSUU
baalissh{
/
baalissuu
Idaalisshi
Idaalissuu
you
diilit-6u
d - ·l-tl1.1. ]. uu
diiwaalit~u
/diiwaalituu
shiver
./
tannaa
/
tannaau
/biitannaa
/baleetannaa
/diitannaa
/diitannaau
refl'exive
ihchilich{
/ihchilituu
/bihchiwaalichi
/
bihchiwaa.li tuu
d{hchilaa,lichi
d{hchilaali tuu
13
One verb kuti = give takes special forms of the goal prefixes when these
refer to the Goal phrase, which corresponds to the indirect object in
English, and immediately precedes the stem. The forms given below contain
the prefixes that refer to the Actor phrase and the Goal phrase. ~~ose
that refer to the Object phrase are the regular goal prefixes, and these
precede those in the forms below.
give him/them
he kuU'
/
they kuuo
I ba.Ia!
/
we bakuu
/
thou daku
ye d~u
me
/
baku
bakU"u
biil~ku.
b · -II1.1 akuu
us
bilikkuti
/bilikkuuo
/baleelaku
/baleelakuu
thee
dku
Idakuu
bal~
/balakuu
you
d~u
d£kuu
Ibalakuu
I
balakuu
reflexive
I
ihchikuu
ihchiku£o
/bihchiwaku
bihchiwak"iiu
d{hchilaku
d{hchilakuu
Note also that the order of these actor and goal prefixes is based on
number rather than function. Some of the variations of the subject
prefixes are associated with certain stem initial syllables. ~he syllables
14
most commonly involved with these Bubregularities are ala, daa, dak, dU,
duu, and paa.
slip smell fit into grasp lay down push
/ daahtoli I d£tchi I /he alatsh~ daksaksh1 duushii paaxalua
/ balah601i I bulttchi bulush{i II baatsh1 baksaksh~ bapxalua
dtatshi d11ahooli I .
I dil~hii /thou daaksaksh1 dilutchi dapxalua
Finally, a fair number of stems undergo ideosyncratic changes when they
combine with the actor prefixes.
see eat do a good turn
he ~ I I~kaa duushl. J.shche
I I.. I I.awakaa buushl. aWJ.hche
/ dil~ushi Ithou alakaa alJ.hehe
In the lexical entries, we indicate for each verb tv) whether it is
transitive (tv) or intransitive tiv), and whether it takes the actor
prefixes (atv, aiv) or the goal prefixes (stv, siv) to refer to its
subject. In addition, if the verb has any person forms which are irregular
atv; lay down
siv; shiver
in any way, these irregular forms are cited.
alatsh{, baatsh{, d~tshi aiv; slip
daah6oli, balah6'oli, dflahooli atv; catch an unpleasant whiff of
daksakshf, baksakshf, dciaksakshi atv; fi t into
dich{ atv; hit
dissh{ aiv; dance
/
dutchi, bu-, di- atv; grasp
duuShf, buush!, di~ atv; eat
d ,.. h" bl hI. d'l/h·'uua 11, U US 11, ~ US 11
I. / IJ.kaa, awakaa, alakaa atv; see
/ ~ ~J.shche, aWJ.hche, a11hche aiv; do a good turn
/ / / / / dL,-..,ukuu, baku, daku, kuUo, bakuu, C1..L\.u. atv; give
I' /.. Ipaaxalua, bapxalua, dapxalua atv; push
/
tannaa.
15
Possession
The possessive morphology is added to the possessed noun so that it
agrees in person and number wi th the possessor noun. Nouns are divided
into two classes, alienable and inalienable, on the basis of the specific
morphology used. In general, nouns that refer to bcdy parts, clothing,
and kin, and a few other nouns are inalienable, and other nouns are alien-
able. This division correlates pretty much with semantic and syntactic
distinctions. Alienable possession is basically an expression of owner-
ship; whereas inalienable possession expresses other types of real or
metaphoric relations such as the part-whole relation and kinship. Syn-
tactically inalienable possession requires the indication of a possessor
and involves compounding with personal pronouns; alienable possession
does not. When possessed, an alienable stem is preceded by the alienable
possession prefix s, which is pronounced as a dental continuant when it
precedes a vowel, but as a palatal-alveolar continuant when it precedes
a consonant. In front of this prefix are added the person prefixes,
i = third person, ba = first person, and d~ = second person. Note that
the accent always moves to this second person prefix. Finally, the plural
morpheme is suffixed to the possessed noun if the possessor is plural:
The number of the possessed noun, itself, is not indicated.
I Ibilaxa =1.~drum bilaxuu = drums
isbil'xa =his drum(s) isbil'xuu = their drum(s)
basbil~xa = my drum(s) basbilatxuu = our drum(s)
dfsbilaxa ~ thy drum(s) d{sbilaxuu = your drum(s)
16
A few nouns use a suppletive stem when they are alienable possessed.
iich{ili = horse
is£ashka = his horse(s)
bas~shka = my horse(s)
dfsaashka = thy horse(s)
iich{iluu = horses
Iisaashkuu = their horse(s)
Ibasaashkuu = our horse(s)
d{saashkuu = your horse(s)
If a stem belongs to the inalienable class, the stem, itself,
functions as the third person form, and the first and second person forms
take prefixes that contain a b and a d, respectively, and often undergo
other ideosyncratic changes. However, these forms as such actually
occur in but a few constructions of the language: bal~kbishik = I am a
father. from balaaki = my child and bish! = exist; {tdeetak = He doesn't
have any feet. from ich{ = his foot and deeta = doesn't exist. In most
constructions involving inalienable possession the personal pronouns are
compounded with these forms. These pronouns are kot = he/they, bif = I,
di{ = thou, b{ilu = we, and dlilu = you. As with alienable possession,
the plural morpheme added to an inalienable noun indicates plurality of
the possessor. A nonpossessed - and nonpossessible - stem can be derived
from other than kinship terms by adding the prefix balee.
i{ttaashtee/kooi{ttaashtee·= her dress(es)
ifttaashteeo!kooi{ttaashteeo = their
dress(es)
bifttaashtee/biiwiittaashtee = my dress(es)
bi{ttaashteeo/btimmiittaashteeo = our
dress(es)
di(ttaashtee/diiliittaashtee = thy dress(es)
difttaashteeo/dtinniittaashteeo = your
dress(es)
baleeif'ttaashtee = dress baleei(ttaashteeo = dresses
17
iil~pxa/kooiil~pxa = his father(s)
/ /
biilapxa/biiwiilapxa = my father(s)
d!ilapxa!diil{ilapxa = thy fatherts)
- -1 1 /k - -1/ th - f th / )~1 apxuu 0011 apxuu = e1r a er\s
biil£pxuu/b{immiilapxuu = our father(s)
dfilapxuu/d{inniilapxuu = your father( s)
One inalienable stem does not derive a nonpossessed form regularly;
instead a suppletive form is used.
iBhu~/kooiBhu~~ his song(s)
'; / ,bashuu biiwaahuu = my song(s)
dfshuu/diil{shuu = thy song(s)
I
bUll = song
/ /
ishuuo!kooishuuo = their song(s}
bashu~o/b!immashuuo= our Bong(s)
d{shuuo/dfinnishuuo = your song(s)
/buua = songs
A few stems, mostly referring to body parts, are both alienable and
inalienable. As alienable stems they do not refer to a part of the possessor;
rather to something one might, for example, buy at a market.
I I
aaxuxka = kidney t. ~. ~ aaxuxkuu = kidneys
is~a =his kidney(s)
bas~xuxka = my kidney(s) ,
d{saaxuxka = thy kidney( s)
,
isaaxuxkuu = their kidne~(s)
bas~xuxkuu= .'our kidney{ s )
d(saaxuxkuu = your kidney(s)
~a/koo~a= his kid~e:Yi(s)
I Ibaaxuxka/biiwaaxuxka = my kidney(s)
I .daaxuXka/diil~a = thy kidney(s)
~u/koo~= their kideny(s)
b~/b{immaaxuxkuu= our kidney( s)
/ / / .)daaxuxkuu d~innaaxu.xkuu = your kl.dney{s
18
Ibaleeaaxuxka = kidney
baleek.xuxkuu = kidneys
In the entry for a noun (n), we indicate whether it is alienable (an)
or inaiienable (in), and for inalienable nouns we cite the person forms••
Suppletive stems are separately entered with cross references.
~shka see· iich{ili = horse
I
aaxuxka, b-, d- in; kidney
billxa an; drum
,.'
buJ n; song; 8uppletive form for balee + ishuu
/ I
daaka, balaaka, da- in; offspring
ich{, bach!, d! in; foot
· - h/-l- · I hk b I hk d/ hk h110 11 2, 2saas a, asaas a, 1saas a an; orse
iilfpxa, b-, d! in; (a man's) father
i{ttaashtee, b-, d- in; dress
Iis, bas, d- noun prefix; indicates alienable possession; pronounced as a
a palatal-alveolar when preconsonantal
· h / b d/ · b ;18 UU, -, - 1n; song; see uu = song
Crow - English Dictionary
A
a.l see alttuta = arrow
19
aa verb prefix; indicates some interaction between the subject and
object in which the object is subordinate to or bested by
the subject
"-aachuahche = corner in an argument
ah / · b - -a 1i= arr1ve rlng1ng
aai{xchii, aawi~chii, aali~chii atv; perform a ceremony for
someone's benefit; (- + i~chii)
Daakbachet aai{xchik
He performed a ceremony for his son.
~
aaiaxchiilichi atv; dedicate; ((- + i~chii) + aacht)
B h -' , ., h· -1- h·kac eem awaasuum aa1.axc 1.1 J.O 1.
The man dedicated a house.
aalahk~ = take in
J
aalee = take
, b·00 = r1.ng
~ h- b daac.1, -, - in; breast, teat, udder
Bishteiichiilim ~che is{atuuk
The cow has large udders.
aach{ noun or verb suffix; forms stems with a more general meaning
than that of the preceding stem; takes the suppletive form
lich{ when following a diphthong or long vowel
aaifxchiilichi = dedicate
akfssatdeelichi =policeman
baalfaxaachi = insane
atv; take away forcefully, wrest, confiscate,
chil{saachi = pout
chitchikkaach! = typewriter
d~aachi = child ~in one's care)
duusaachl = eat away
shfipaachi = banana
tatchuukaach{ = stubborn
" h·ah· 1aac 1 1, aw-, a -
gamish, force
Basd(xxiia bii~chiahuuk
My gun was taken away from me.
'*' , ". ~Bacheem b1am aach1ahak aaleek
A man forced a woman to go with him.
~chiwi, aw-, al- atv; climb, follow a line
Sh ·k1_1• I: I h· ·k]. d.d..t\.anl awaasuua aac 1 W1
A boy climbed a house.
akbaleeil{iaachiwi = lawyer
~ verb prefix; indicates the action is done liesurely, with time
to spare
! ....,.1"... · · t'~!11 = arr~ve on 1me
~a pn; above, on top
/ ,.,
Aakeen baalich1k
I stayed on top.
Awaaslua ~e xlk
'lbe roof is leaking.
,
ahpaaka = part of the head above and behind the ear
.... 1,.. .. aak~i1w11axp a = Indian
20
!,,., 1aC2A.aap~, aw-, a - atv; reach the summit
Shich{m awalkaapik
I reached the summit of a h~ll.
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~doosko adv; on this side triver, road)
"" ,Aashe aakdoosko baaleek
I went on this side of the river.
~akinne, aw-, al- atv; stradle, ride
I · h/·l- ~ak:. kJ.C 1.1. l.m awa ~nne
1 rode a horse.
a&kiiwilaxpaaka =Indian; see
,
awa = ground
I
aakkaalko) adv; across (road, river)
, ~ ,
Aashe aakkaako baaleek
1 went across the river.
~
aala, b-, d- in; arm, foreleg
Bishkawilaxp{ake k.luua htchki tuuk
l'1onkeys have long arms.
I
aalaa adv; might, maybe
Aal~ baal~ewih
I might go.
aal~uu iv; they are converging on or charging; occurs only in this
indefinite plural form
,
Joesh kussaalaahuuk
'l!heyf re converging on J-oe.
I
aapa an; leaf
~ '" ~Balapua aapuua asaauk
~he leaves of the chokeche~ trees have sprouted.
M.pa, b-, d- in; front of the neck
-- h "/ d tJuk
.Hac eem aape ax u
'rhey hung a man.
~pshiichit b-, d- aiv; discouraged to the point of giving up,
descriptive of a teepee tied too high on the teepee pole;
(- + shfichi = long)
baa!aphachka an; giraffe; (baa + (~ + h'chka = long))
, .. b daap:LJ.., -, - in; necklace
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Bfam ~piia batch~achik
The woman has a pretty necklace.
:ashka see iich{ili = horse
~shkakaashi see bishk{ = dog; (~ + kalshi)
/
ach1 stv; belong to
60tchiash ~aatawee biiachfk
I belong to the ~ighthawks.
/ h 9ac J.ppee stv; draped over
I "' b··/h· k~a am 1~ac J..ppee
I am draped over a log.
~ , ./ . ,laxxassaam balam achJ..ppeewaak aawook
I draped a snake over a stick and brought i t.
, ~
achuutchua, ba-, da- atv; cut a real fine cut
Biis: ach~utchuak
~~ face has fine cuts.
ahchi verb prefix; again
'hchipaali = grow again
~i verb suffix; indicates quick, instantaneous or inceptive action;
when both following a lax vowel, which is deleted, and either
word final or preceding a consonant i t takes the form -: Ie and
causes dental mutation; takes the main stress of the form
, ,
ahkiixa, b-, d- in; inside of the ear
.Babklfxe ale:k
.My ear aches.
~dakkannee, b-, dL aiv; overhear snatches of a conversation;
(- + dakkannee =1)
Iichiwa~u b~dakkaneek
I hear parts of their conversation.
~
ahkuxishchi in; ear wax; (- + {shchi = coating)
ah I b d!pat -, in; outer ear
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Ahp: is~atuuk
He has big ears.
I
ahp8.a.ka in; part of the head above and behind the ear;
,
t- + aaka = above)
ahpal~a in; front flap of the ear; l- + d~a =offspring)
ahpalaas~ in; ear lobe; t- + daaB~ = heart)
ahpalaxal~a in; groove behind the ear; t- + alaxal-Ga = groove)
ahpawiaxs~ in; part of the neck just below the ear; (- + biaxs' =
below)
ahpawit~ in; part of the head behind the ear; (- + bit~ =
behind)
Ahpawitle il{tshiak
He stinks behind his ears.
ahpis8:a an; mule; (- + isaa = big)
ahpliushi in; back of the head; (- + ~ushi = base)
ahp~ushalatta in; bump of knowledge; (- + {ushi) + alatt' =
where it is pointed)
I
ahpaa an; evening
Hinne ~pee biiwas~paak
This is my evening.
,
ahpaaxa an; cloud
Ahpaaxl ship{teetak
The clouds are dark.
ahpaaxEf ~utcheeta an; heavy cloud cover; (- + (awi = ground +
dtttcheeta =as if grasping))
, ~ ,
Ahpaaxe amnutcheetak hiruk
There's a heavy cloud cover moving in.
h I' - -ah' b· ·ah' d· ·ah'a u, J.J. nUt 1.1. nUt J.1. uu
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siv; many; when declined it means that
the subject forms a group; when undeclined it merely states
existance in large numbers
Aps~looke biiah~uk
There are lote of us Crows.
Iich{ile ah~
There are many horses.
alah~ n; majority; (ala + -)
Alah~ n; House of Representatives; (ala + -)
Alaxchfia Ah~ = Plenty Coups
ak verb prefix; agentive; also used as a derivational prefix deriving
nouns from verb phrases
akbaaa~awishiiwish6e= rancher
akbaakuxsh! = lawyer
Iakbaalaxch~ = policeman
akbaa6hchipchi = lawyer
Akbaatatd{a = God
,
akbaawaalaachaalee = mailman
akbaleeil!iaa,chiwi = lawyer
akbaleeluush{ = cannibal
akbfile = stool pigeon
akbil~chia= fireman
akbinnawt n; scholar; (- + binnawt = ?)
akchi{ = mount
~
akchisheeleeleeta =have no casualties (said of a war party)
akd~tchileeteeta= feel out of place
akhillwi = cocoon
akihchilakkaash{ = bee
akihchixach{i = railroad handcar
akil{ihaawi =have no relatives
ak{ssaidee = soldier
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ak'chi , ba- , d~- atv; slit, gash
~ahchii
Shik~akam bachelm eel: ak{chik
A boy slashed a man's stomach.
adv; again and again, r~peatedly
Joesh hJppiia ~ahchii toshiik
Joe ladled out the soup again and again.
akbi!li, b-, d! aiv; cut according to a pattern
B1am baleeifttaashteem akbiflik
A woman cut a dress to pattern.
ak -, b d~~, -, - in; sweetheart
~
akkapa siv; frozen
B~alaat aw~ illapaik
The ground is frozen in winter.
, -8kkuUW1
aktochi
siv; complete
Baawet !kkuuwik
MY outfit is complete.
/.Baaakkuummaak
I outfitted him.
siv; get stuck between or in
B !.1-. _•. - .1_' h-kat:LLlpe J.l.W1.~e~ooc J.
I got stuck among some boulders.
Isd~iia baaak~ochik
MY rifle is jammed.
, /
aksaa, b-, d- in; biological or adopted parent
Baaltchilak aks~e shoop~
He has two sets of parents; he is fortunate o
akslaleeta an; mustang (- + deeta = doesn't exist)
~ ~ ,
Bassee aksaaleete ahUk
Once there were many mustangs.
,
akUa, b-, d- in; husband's sister, whoeverne calls basb{a
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Ak..foo b{a akbaakuiio kotuk
It is a woman's husband's sister who gives things to her.
adv; 'away from
Al~utam iiuu~ akukk~ kooltehchek
He, shot him with an arrow and it went through and away from him.
I
akiipa, b-, d- in; sibling, cousin, anyone who is referred to as
, , b· ·k'basbachee, bachuuka, ~1 a,
B~pe ah£k
I have lots of siblings.
basbfa, Ibasooka, ~basahkaata
ala verb prefix that derives adverbs of time place or manner from
clauses; also used as a derivational prefix
B~laahawatam alaxap{iwee koon tolapik
He found a dollar where I lost one.
S~arn altochia ax{chik
rrhe spot where the frog stopped is wet.
, I ,.
Balaahawatam alaxapJ.iwee baalaaxtak
I don't know wher~/when I lost the dollar.
ahpalaxa16a = groove behind the ea~
alachilatchfishi =·"fork in a c.B.!lyon or river
alachilich{ = harem
alachiP~sachi =headwaters o£ a river
Alachishp{ = Aspen Grove, Montana
alachiwak~auashi = church
alachulssaahii = corner
alaht = majority
,
Alahu =House of Representatives
alapaxx!i =bend (in a river)
alatal~iaschiluu= gas station
in; soft spot between collarbone and neck
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I
alaxalua an; groove, any long V-s aped crease, guily, or
. ,~ndented ledge; (- + xalua = ?)
I IBaahpalaxalua koon daach1k
He stayed on the ledge of the boulder.
alfannee == road
alil!i = language
ammaachi~u= school
ammaafaschiluu = store
alaakaash,{u an; branch (of a tree)
/ / lBalam alaakaaahuua ahUk
The tree has lots of branches.
alaakaw{, b-, d{laakawi
/
alaakko an; travois
- / 1-1.....'..'.. k- · -I' t uk~assee a ~O S01~ ua u
Long ago the travois was used for moving.
alaaxt£, ba-, dl- atv; don' i know
Joesh baalaaxt£uk
We don't know Joe.
Joesh shoonnak baalaaxt~
I don't know where Joe is.
JJal&'owialaahxuh sh60tdak alaaxtk:
lie doesn't know whether you are coming.
al~huuchi siv; singed
~shi' al(chuuchik
I1y hair is singed.
al£chuutchee, alichuutbaa, al{chuutdaa, al{chuuttuu, allchuutbuu,
alfchuutduu atv; singe; (- + ee = cause to be)
alahil{k exclamation; said when astonished or thunderstruck
Alahil{k ~aaah~{k
Oh my uod, there's a crowd!
I
alakkach1 siv; soaked through
I!ttaashtee file alakkach{k
Her dress is soaked with blood.
I'.. ~"- ~ r.. /.. ~
alakkuaa, ala.KKUawaa, alakkualaa, alitkkuoo, alakkuawuu, ala.kkualuu
smoke (meat)
Bassle a6at tuum isdtfkuua alakkuiluk
In the nomadic days meat was smoked.
/ ~alakul~, b-, dalakuli atv; part one's hair
Balaake' alakul{k
He parted my child's hair.
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atv;
alap~sshiko adv; beside, on the side of
~il{a alap~shiko biikool~
1 ~lJ1l at the door.
I
alascheeW1, bii-, dii- in; swollen gland
~ '" "Datchawuuan alascheewe aakaasaaleek
He has a swollen gland in his armpit.
alascheewleta siv; stupid; t- + eeta)
alatshf, baatshf, d~tshi aiv; slip, spin (car)
Baats~ bii~ichik
I slipped and fell.
/ / Ialaxaxx~, baaxaxxi, daaxaxxi aiv; leery
Iiawasdlewiaak alaxaxx{k
He is leery of going away.
~ ~ ~baaalaxaxx11eeta, baawaaxax11eeta, baalaaxaxxileeta aiv; fearless;
(baa + -) + det~ta = doesn't eXist)
alaxch{i, b-, dal~chii in; war deeds
Balaxch!iwishik
1 performed some war deeds.
,
n; Plenty Coups; (- + ahu = many)
alixii siv; bU:bn tinanimate subject)
I ' .. I' .. I' ·-I l' -. l' i· I' ·-1a axJ ~aa, a aJC11.Waa, a axl.1 aa, a axJ.l.OO, a ax J.WUU, a aX1.1 uu
burn; t- + ee = cause to be)
alaxxaxxf, baaxxaxxf, d~axxi atv; put one's foot into
I , I I
laahpe alaxxaxxak kootaa deek
He slipped into his shoes and left.
alta, isd{a., basd{a, dfsdia an; ford crossing
Alt.a hawftkaatam ch~aatalc
There is just one narrow crossing.
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atv;
al{annee /an; road; t- + ala + dee =go)
al{anneeiiwatchushi an; trial (- + ala + dIe =go) + iiw~tchushi =
lying horizontally in a row)
I
aliishi, b-, d- aiv; hungry
Bal{isuut baawuus..{ut ftchiiluk
It's good to eat when you're hungry.
I ' t · / bId' thro - 1a uu a, l.saa, asaa, J.saa an; arrow used in arrow wl.ng, ance
Bfa al~ute ham dusshfhchissuuk
Women don't touch some arrows.
al,{utkaashi an; arrow used wi th a bow; (- + kafshi); regular
possessive forms
ap~, b--, d.! in; nose, beak, bill, edge of knife or axe
Basb'tchipe apt att~
My axe has a sharp edge.
Shik~am apt daxxush{k
The boy has a bloody nose.
apish an; name of a kind of bird that lived long ago; (- + iscfa =
big)
APs~looka n; Crow Tribe, Crow people; ((- + is~ = big) + d~a =
offspring)
I I
baaaphachka an; elephant; (baa + (- + hachka = long))
,
apaa
, 1-apaa ~
siv; feel cold
60tchiash biiap~
I was cold last night.
siv; grow
Bikkfashua ap~lik
Green grass is growing.
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~chi:paali iv; grow again; (~chi + -); said primarily of plants
in the Spring.
Eal/pua ~chipaalik
~he chokecherry trees are growing again.
balapfali = tree
, 1- 1apaa loa, aw-, a - atv; wrap around
Bishi~am balapfalim aw£paaliak
I wrapped a rope around a tree o
chipaali£, bah-, d~- atv; wrap, roll up trug); tchi + -)
lpasshi, aw-, al- atv; touch (with something)
5uwatam dfshche iiawfpasshik
I touched your hand with some meta.l.
h · hI ~ h· h· I' h· h·ape 10 1, aw pc 10 ~, a 1pe 10 ~ atv; touch with (something harmful)
Bal'xxiim al!pchichik
'You touched him with a weapon.
, I I
appee, b-, d-, appuu atv; swallow, eat up completely
'- IBasdUke appeek
lie ate up my meat.
Aps~looka= Grow ~ribe; see ap~ = nose
, ,
apua see balapua = chokecherry tree
I
apua, ba-, d- aiv; twine, make twine or string
, · !"..l, ~akBaammaxJ.m at~ apu
He cut off a piece of buckskin and twined it.
I I
apllSa, ba-, da- atv; cut tlmo~ {as in skinning)
B l it d I I. · lukaa axxJ.pu axpe apUS11.
The skin is cut through ~hen skinning something.
~ /
apuxa, ba-, da- atv; bite into, cut into, vaccinate
Jjass:e Aps{a,looke ihchap-6xiiluk
Long ago the Crows used to cut into their skins.
Ibaapuxta an; insect; (baa + (- + ta»)
asaalf, asb:fa.li, asd~li atv; go out of lbuilding)
.tlaaS,fua koon asdialik
You left my house.
Iash~ n; tent, teepee, dwelling, home
Ashl balk
I arrived home.
alachiwak~uashi = church
/ /
ashkootaa n; the whole tribe; (- + kootaa = Whole)
,I I .
Ashkootaa bachehkuuk
The whole tribe knows one another.
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asht~ili an; teepee; t- + ~ili)
baaxawuaash{ = flourmill
/BaaxawuaashJ. = Crow Agency, Montana
as{i siv; have sprouted, visible
niache as{ik
Your breast is showing•
.Balhpe asfauk
The leaves have sprouted.
~
assahka in; edge
Al{annee assahkl ditchil~chik
The edge of the road is dangerous.
ataalf, atbaalf, atda.al{ atv; steal
Joesh iichfilim Billsh kussataaltk
Joe stole a horse from Eill.
/
atta siv; sharp, pointed
Basb{tchiia att~
My" knife is sharp.
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I
ahpuushalatta = bump of knowledge
att~ an; knoll; (-)
I
awa an; ground, land, earth ('l'erra)
H- I I. k b/. uk~nne awe 11S 0 1~~
This land used to belong to us.
alkiiwilaxpaaka n; Indian; l(- + ~a = above + ii) + bilaxp~a =
people); phonological derivation is obscure
A~iiwilaxpaake kosht~
'I'here are only a few Indians.
I I
ahpaaxe amnutcheeta = heavy cloud cover
I I I I
awaasuu, aasuu, baasuu, daasuu in; house
Hilaakt awaas~ua baichk,tuuk
~owadays houses are grand.
I
awatee siv; far away
I IAwaxaawe awateek
'ithe mountains are far off.
I
awuu pn; inside
, / J
Iilaalee awuua chil~ak
It's cold in the car.
Awaas£ua awu£sdeek
He went into his house.
/ J _/ I~asahpe awuuan b1~m koolak
There's a s tone in my shoe.
/ h·· h- I h·· h· I h· -1 h-awuuass 210 1, awuuass 11wac 1, awuuass 11 ac 1
«(- + saal) + shfichi = throw)
B· / b·l l I h-· h-k1~m ~ axam awuuass 11wac 1
I threw a stone into a bucket.
bimmu~schoopeeta= about to keal over
awushf an; cave, den
I JAwushl.m baaxxaxxJ.k
I stuck my foot in a den.
atv; throw into;
, h·axl.C 1. siv; wet
Bishk/esh ax{chik
The dog is wet.
H~uleesh aw: ~fchik
The ground was wet yesterday.
~a, b-, d~ in; body, prerogative
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akbaaaxuawishiiwishee' n; rancher; (ak + (baa + (- + bish{ = exist))
+ iiwishte = raise))
baaaxuawish{ an; animal; (baa + (- + bish{ = exist)
,. 1
axxaxxJ:-, aw-, a - at'v; rub against
Bachawfxxaxxik
I rubbed mhem together.
Balk bakpaJn {xxaxxik
The tree rubbed against a boulder.
I. b d" · f h daxxl.~, -, - 2n; ore ea ; see
Axxfia koot{a h{sshik
His forehead is all red.
chihpaxxfiooshi = groundhog
iaxxfi = forehead
B
baa verb prefix indicating an indefinite object, someone or something;
also used as a derivational prefix deriving nouns from verb
phrases
akbaaaxuawishiiwishte = rancher
akbaakuxshf = lawyer
akbaalaxchf =policeman
akbaathchipchi = lawyer
akbaawaallachaalee = ~ilman
ammaachi~u = school
ammaafaschiluu =store
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b~phachka = giraffe
baaalaxaxx{leeta = fearless
Ibaaaphachka = elephant
baaaxuawish{ = animal
b8E,~himmf= study
b " ·aaee =possess10ns
baah{iaa = score in arrow throwing
baaiihul{ = wheel
baa{sshi = sack
baak~ta = child
/baalahkapee = incense
baap{ttatchia =wagon
'" ;'baapchia peela = axle grease
baap~ta = insect
baash6h{ili = white person
Baatawet =War Dance Society
baawaal~chi = paper
/baaxawua = flour
'-baahpa an; boulder
I . /BaBhpe J.saatuuk
Boulders are huge.
baafikshiiwi an; ~:b(blt,.3screW'lnut
I
Iilaalee baafikshiiwe ah~
There are lots of bol ts in cars.•;
baal:achi atv; write
~ I ,.
Arnmalaau hilaa baawaalaatuuk
We are just now wri ting our language.
I
akbaawaalaachaalee an; mailman; (ak + «baa + =) + aalt'e = take))
baawaal~chi an; paper (baa' + -)
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~baalaaxa siv; crazy, fearless
Bach{esh baalla.xak:
The man is fearless.
Ibaalaax term used to address a friend or younger brother;
(- + voe)
Eaal~x Etk bftchiia h~aakaweh
Younger brother, fetch me that knife!
baal:s.xaachi siv; insane; l- + aacht)
Ammaal{ooashe akkool~esh baal~aachik
The one in the ho.spi tal is insane.
bishkawaalfaxa = Crazy Dog
baal~tchii siv; wise, respectable
Basbachee{ttuua baalitchiik
~~ boss is wise.
baalfinneeta, baammleleeta, baannteleeta aiv; idle
:Baal{inneete bfa,lee scllipua.k
He hasn't done anything for seven years.
sh{ipbaaliinneeta = appendix
Ibaalu an; bead
I / ~Baaluum basbaa.xJ.a balcii.k
I gave my aunt some beads.
J:3a~i an; buckskin
B~xe daxpt kooiil{ook
Buckskin is made from hides.
Ibaapuxta an; otter
baashch{ili = white person; see Jishta = eye
ba'ashu an; feather, fan
Hilaakt b~ho baaltuok
Feathers are hard to get now.
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baatlch n; things
/' IBaatach xaxua baaluuk
Everything is tough going.
Akbaatatd{a n; God, Creator; (ak + l- + dfaa = do»)
bach verb prefix; reciprocal
I IHuuleesh koon bachaxpuuk
~hey got married yesterday.
/bachee n; man, more particularly a man in his forties
~ " IBachee shoopak
There are four men.
isbachet, basbache/, at in; (a woman's) brother, whoever she refers
to as / ~basaa11 or bachuuka; (is + -)
bah1a an; spring (of water)
Bahte bill chi~ook
Spring water tastes goode
bahchillsuuk = For Heaven's sake; see chil[shi = boast about
b!hta siv; weak (chain), apt to fly into a rage, apt to burst into
tears, weak of character
Isbishifxpe b~tak
His rope is frayed.
fisbahta = shy
Ibakaalaa adv; something in the future I or we will
Bakaal~ botwiik
I'll come sometime.
atv; beg, plead, ask to come out of mourning
Chilaikshilak duua~iah diiwaawak{auk
I asked you to come tomorrow.
Joesh baleewak~ il~am kaal{k
Joe begged us for some meat.
alachiwak~uashi
I
ashJ. =house)
an; church, synagogue; «ala + chi + - + uu) +
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chiwak{i, bah-, d!h.- aiv; pray; (chi + -)
Akbaatatd{a kusbahchiwak~uk
We prayed to the Creator.
~bala an; wood
Bass/e ball koo {ptuuk
Wood used to be burned for heat.
1 /1' t I 'I" )ba apaa ~ an; ree; \ - + apaa 1 = grow
, I
balapua an; chokecherry tree; (- + apua = ?)
Ibalaa an; money, dollar (when modified with a number word); presumably
Iborrowed from English 'money'; see uuwata = metal
Joesh b~laaum ataal{k
Joe stole some money.
Joesh bllee d~wiim ataal!k
Joe stole three dollars.
B~laa.m awlkaak
I saw a piece of money li.e., a coin or bill).
aiv; sing
~ "balaah1sshi an;
Ibalaahisshikaata
balfxi
gold; t- + h{sahi = red)
an; penny; t (- + h{sshi = red) + klata)
totchia iil~upeesh baawal~uk
We sang the other night.
b I ' .. "d/ ". b d' ". d~d"a axxl.~, 18 aXX1:L, as axxl.~, 1.8 aXX11 an; weapon
Isdfxxiia dutchim baakal~uk
He grabbed his rifle and we ran away.
ballxxiikaashi , ~)an; bow; t - + kaashi
balee prefix; derives non-possessed noun stems from inalienable nouns,
and abstract nouns from verbs
akbaleeil{iaachiwi = lawyer
akbaleeluush{ = cannibal
baleeil{i = talk
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.. 1 ·h he h/k ·1J.wa eel. 0 10 1. aa = mrror
Ibaasaa siv; first
, 11 be · 1_1.-Hawattaa xa ussuua 1~wass~
I was once first in a race.
bass~ adv; prior to our time; (-)
/ I IBassee Apsaalooke batchaatuuk
Crows used to be great people.
bass~ssaa siv; old-fashioned; .(- + ssaa)
bass~ssaa adv; in the time of our ancestors; (- + ssaa)
, / . IBassaassaa ammalaau ~haatak
A long time ago they spoke a different language.
(batcheeshl siv; poor
.I JBaawatcheeshe ahUk
There are lots of poor people.
batcheesh!ssaa siv; rich; (- + ssaa)
i(sbatcheeshi = in sorrow
/b1a n; woman
Eta iiwaleewilaxp~ekotk
Women are the cause of our existance.
b{akalishta an; young woman; (- + kal{shta = small)
B{akalishtam aw~aak
I saw a young woman.
isb{a, basb{a, d~ in; (a man's) sister, whoever he refers to as
basahch{ita or basahk~ta; (is +T~)
Joesh isb{a d!shteek
Joe is kind to his sister.
isb{akalishta, basbfakalishta, d~ in; (a woman's) brother's wife,
the wife of whoever she refers to as /basbachee; (is -+ (--+
I .kal~shta) )
~u~ isbfakalishte baaku~
MY wife gives things to her brother's wife.
b -/:Laa, b · / b· /..1 b-' b·' b· 1.11 awaa, l.a aa, J.OO, J.awuu, 1a UU
Diiwi'waak Biikuxshfh
Help me! I'm depending on you.
chiwi~, bahchiwia'waa, d~chiwialaa,
atv; be depending on
chiwi60, bahchiwilwuu,
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dahchiwialuu atv; rely on; (chi + -)
b - I b·1 b·'l b· 1 b-~ b·"l~aa, 1awaa, l.a aa, J.oo, 1awuu, l.a uu atv; want, will; takes
pn; below, under
sentences with identical subjects as objects
Baaxal~s8hiwiawaak
I want to run.
Iichfilim eewi~ak
He wants a horse.
Joesh d/ewahchewiawaak
I want Joe to go.
immila. =hustle
b - Il.axsa
Shieht biaxsten daach{k
He stayed below the hill.
Bi:6n biaxsl baaplxte ah&e
There are lots of bugs under the rock.
ahpawius{ = part of the neck just below the ear
bit an; rock, 'stone, pebble
lii{m basahp( a~ualak
There's a pebble in my shoe.
bfile atv; tell on, tattle
Joesh kusbiiwfilek
I told on him to Joe.
an; stool pigeon; (ak + -)
b{iwi, baa-, da- aiv; swim
, / ~
Aashe aakkash b1iwik
He swam across the river.
b;laa~ f-.. an; ~re
Bila'aawapchik
I started a fire.
aiv; moan
akbil{achia
~bilaakisshi
billa-chi
an;
an;
fireman; (ak + (- + chi~ =extinguish))
light, match; t- + kisshi)
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Ilxxom bil~tak il~~
He moaned again and again when he got hurt.
chihpawillachihkuuaata = soaking wet {said of animates)
billxa an; bucket, drum
Bilfxam atbaal{k
1 stole a bucket.
bilaxp~a an; people, lwhen possessed) fellow community or tribe
members, relatives
a~iiwilaxpaaka= Indian
bilteli, bimmaal{, d{nnaali atv; enter
Awaas£ua biltelik
He entered the house.
bil{ an; water
Bile' dlawuuk
The water is deep.
bimmu~schoopeeta siv; Iabout to keel over, skinny; (- + awuu =
inside + saal) + (chtopi = make a drawn out kissi~g noise +
eeta)
bili nonproductive verb prefix indicating an indefinite human object;
a following obstruent is doubled
bilikkussfa = invite people into one's home to eat
bilisshle = corpse
bilitchilappel = murder
b · / a.kJ.nnawo see
aiv; moan
akbillachia
bilfakisshi
billachi
an;
an;
fireman; (ak + t- + chi~ = extinguish))
light, match; ~- + kisshi)
40
I~om bil~tak il~
He moaned again and again when he got hurt.
chihpawillachihkuuaata = soaking wet tsaid of animates)
bil~a an; bucket, drum
Bila'xam atbaal{k
I stole a bucket.
bilaxp~a an; people, {when possessed) fellow community or tribe
members, relatives
~iiwilaxpaaka= Indian
bil~eli, birnmaalf, dfnnaali atv; enter
Awaas£ua billelik
He entered the house.
bill an; water
Bilt detawuuk
The water is d~ep.
bimmu~schoopeeta siv; about to keel over, skinny; (- + awuJ =
inside + sea!) + (chtopi = make a drawn out kissing noise +
eeta))
bili nonproductive verb prefix indicating an indefinite human object;
a following obstruent is doubled
bilikkuas~=invite people into one's home to eat
bilisshle = corpse
bilitchilappel = murder
b e /~nnawo see ak
an; dog;
bisht iv; exist; takes nouns or sentences as subjects
lichfimmishik
1here are horses.
Dutshbishik
lie has eaten.
Biiwas{ilaaleewishik
I have a car.
I
akbaaaxuawishiiwishee = rancher
baaaxuawiah{ = animal
b · h· /~s ~axpa an; rope
· h- / 1 1 -kB1S ~axpam awoo apJ.
1 found a rope.
~ / , I'
bishka, isaashkakaashi, basaashkakaashi, dJ.saashkakaashi
(is~shka = his horse + k~hi)
/ /
Bishkam awakaak
I saw a dog.
bishkawaalfaxa n; Crazy Dog; (- + baallaxa = crazy)
Bishkawaal~ n; Crazy Dog Society; t- + baal~axa = crazy)
bi~ pn; behind
Bit:e.fi aw{achik
He sat off to one side.
/
ahpawitaa = part of the head behind the ear
;- .
bitawee, -0 siv; slanted, sloped (terrain)
Aw: bi*.:weem biipassh{k
The ground slanted and i fell.
b{tchii an; knife
Basb{tchiia dtUPak
·1 have two knives.
b~ exclamation; remember?
Biikool6k b4
I was there. Remember?
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b,{upchi an; ball
Htiupchim bulutchtk
I grabbed a ball.
c
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chlechia atv; sneak up on
Bu'at taam baache'echiak
A coyote is sneaking up on something.
che~ta an; wolf, boogie man
, ",
Cheete baalattaauk
Wolves are wise.
chettisaabkaa · ~_1-'~term used to address an older brother; \- + 1s~~a =
old man + voe)
cheltxiilisaa an; gray wolf; t- + x{ili = gray + is~ = big)
chi{tdee n; scout; t- + dee = become); phonological derivation
is obscure
~
chehchehxa adj; dumbfounded, amazed, wide-eyed
Isht{ ch6hchehxak daach{k
He stood there amazed.
~
chehchehxeeta siv; big round,\.. teyes); (- + eeta)
chi verb prefix; again, back again; often this prefix in combination
wi th the following verb stem takes on an unexpected meaning
alachilatch[ishi = fork in a canyon or river
alachilich{ = harem
alachip~sachi = headwaters of a river
alachiwakfauashi = church
bilitchilappet = murder
chilahp{ = dismount
chil~tkuu = swing back into place
atv; extinguish, put
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chilaksaksh{ = go back into place
chilappe: = finish off a wounded person or animal
chilassach{ = split again
chilich{ = herd
chipaal{a =wrap
h · 'he b -C 1paxsac 1 = pro e aga1n
chipaxx{i = crooked
chiwak{i = pray
chiw{aa = rely on
iiwaleeihchichfkaa = mirror
ch{a adv; too
Ch{a ch{a ah4:
tL'here are too many white ones.
Joesh ch{a hlchkak
Joe is too tall.
ch{a siv; white
l:Slalaat aw~ ch{akaa~tiik
The ground is snow-covered in winter.
ch{ahisshi an; strawberry roan; t- + h{sshi = red)
ch~ashpita an; blue :coan; t- + ship{ta. = black)
tal~chia = lard
h ·/ h·'/ h-""-l h-/ h-/ hellC l.U, C J.awaa, C J.a aa, C 3..00, C J.aWU1.1 , C l.a uu
out
Basbil:e chit~aak botk
I put out my fire and came.
akbil~chia = fireman
ch{axi aiv; weep or cry over the loss of' a loved one
~aak~at~ ch{axdatchik
A child is whining.
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chiche noun or verb suffix indicating necessity
Daluchichek
They mus t have gone.
"Uuxam do6xpichichek
You must have shot a deer.
Uuxam akotxpeesh d{ichichek
You must be the one who shot a deer.
chichle, -0 stv; look like
Baak~atam diichich/ek
The child looks like you.
Baleewatchichleok
We look alike.
chich! siv; heal
Biihull chich!k
My leg healed.
J
chichka an; prairie chicken
Chichk{ hilitl ah4<:
There ~re lots of prairie chickens here.
h · hk· /c ~c J.saa an; sage hen; (- + is~ = big)
chich,{chi siv; hard
Chichlchi n; Hardin, Montana; (-)
chihp{ an; prairie dog
Chihpl haaw{iok
The prairie dogs are exterminated.
chihpapfushi an; chipmunk; (- + p~ushi = striped)
chihpawil:kchihkuuaata siv; soaking wet (said of animates);
(- + bil~chi = moan) + hche = cause + uu + eeta)
chihPaxxfiooshi an; groundhog, rockchuck; (- + (axx{i = forehead +
~shi = dyed))
chihp{hkasshi = a certain kind of small owl that stays around
prairie dogs
/
? + deaxa =
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chihPashf siv; dark
Awush(m chihpash{k
The cave is dark.
Chif, ba-, d(- a tv; pack, carry on the back
sfaptak Chii~ otk
He packed something and brought it.
akChi(, b-, dt. in; mount; (ak + -)
ch(ilapi an; male of wild animals, birds; used today also for steer
Bishel ch{nape dasaakfauk:
Buffalo bulls are mean tempered.
B" h/ ". h"·l h/l · I t uk~s ee1~C 11 e C 11 ape 1saa u
steers are huge.
ch(isa, baa-, da- in; tail
Bishk~ chfise hlchkak
The dog has a long tail.
ch{isdeaxa siv; gray (0f horses); (- + d{axa = light)
chfisdeaxshipita siv; dark gray (of horses); (- + dfaxa = light +
ship{ta = black))
chlisdeaxshipittaali siv; very dark gray (of horses); (- + «dtaxa =
light + ship{ta) + tb.li))
chtisdeaxxaxxi siv; gray paint (of horses); ((- + d{axa = light +
xfxxi = striped)
chfiskisshi in; tail-bone; (- + kfsShi)
chLisuhpischileaxa an; fox; (- + uhp{ = tip + ischi =
light)
chi{tdee =scout; see che(ta =wolf
chilaikshi an; morning
Chil~sheesh yalfak
It rained this morning.
chi1~ehilak adv; when it is morning, i.e., tomorrow; (- + dale)
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Chilakal, bah-, d~-, chil~u atv; drive (car)
Basfilaalee chilak~
I drove my car•
.. h.lak IJ.~C 1 aa an; steering wheel; (ii + -)
chil~Shi, /..bah-, dah- atv; boast about
Is~shke chil:!shik
He boasted about his horse~
~aawaali{a bahchilfshik
1 boasted about my shooting.
~bahchilasuuk
uu + k)
chil£saachi
exclamation; For Heaven's sake!; (bahchil!shi +
aiv; pout; \- + aach{)
chilaxch! an; a certain kind of hawk
chilaxchfipshiili an; Cooper's hawk; \- + lfipa = tail feathers +
sh{ili = yellow)
chill, baa-, da! aiv; get up, rise, arise (from a lying down position)
Chil~sheesh ialashbaachillk
I barely got up this morning.
chilfa siv; cold (weather, to touch)
~ /Uuwate chill-oak
Metal is cold.
chilifsshee n; noise of a crowd, flock of birds, or children playing
~aak~te chililssheealatchik
Phe children were constantly noisy.
chilfi, baa-, da! aiv; afraid of
lich{ile baachilfik
I am afraid of horses.
chilfile, bah-, dih- atv; challenge
Joesh aahkoot~ batd{ttuua chilfilek
Joe challenged the whole tribe to wrestling.
chipt~,
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chiltochi siv; slender, slim
/ I ISaaptak chilootak hachkak
There is something there slender and long.
h . I /C J.mmJ., bah-, dah- atv; count
Hasb~lee bahchimm!k
I counted my money.
ammaachimmJu school; tala + t(baa + -) + uu»)
baachirnnrl, baawahchi~, baal~chimmi aiv; study, count (numbers);
(baa + -)
Ibah-, dah- atv; string tnecklace, beads)
Balee~piim bahchipt~
1 made a necklace.
~aal~um chipt~
He strung some beads.
chipxtiushi, bah-, d~- make lose ground, overcome, aggravate
chishte, bah-, dth-, chis~u atv; butt, gore
~ish:eiichiilim biichish~ek
A cow gored me.
akchish'eleeleeta siv; have no casualties (said of a war party);
(ak + (- + dee = become) 1.+ deeta = doesn't exist)
chish'elee, chish~ewee, chish'elee, chish~eluu, chish~ewuu, chish~eluu
aiv; become a casualty in battle; \- + dee = become)
chishp{ an; notch tlandscape), cleft
Alachishp{ an; Aspen urove, Montana; (ala + -)
h · h'· bah d!1-c ~ss 1~, -, ~l- aiv; return
.Haaxawuaash{ kusbahchisslauk
We returned to Crow Agency.
chitchikk{ n; clicking noise
Is{ilaalee chitchikk{k
His car is clicking.
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chitchikkaach{ an; typewriter; (- + aachf)
h · I 1·e J.wawuu 1 an; packrat
Chiw'wuule baaataalitJuk
Packrats take things.
chiwJsa, bii-, dii- in; brain
EiichiW£se kosht~
MY brains are few.
chiwifsa siv; brainless; (-)
h i . b dC OOp1, aa-, a- aiv; make a kissing sound
Shiklakam bfakaatam kuschtopik
A boy made a kissing sound to a girl.
bimmuJschoopeeta = about to keal over
I
choosa siv; white, bleached, (of eyes) have cataracts
Ishtt chtosak
He has a, catarac t •
Bakchifa chtosak
l\1y mount is white.
I
chua an; other side, other
.l:5asahapJ chJa iahfk
My other shoe is smaller•
.. h' b"· d··110 ua, ~1-, 11- in; one of a pair, partner, mete; (ii + -)
I
chua siv; narrow
I I IBasahpe ch1a chuak
P~ shoes are too narrow.
I , ,
aachuahche, aachuawahche, aachualahche atv; corner in an argument,
single out with accusatory questions; (aa + (- + hch~ = cause))
Joesh biiaachu!hchek
Joe kept at me with his pointed questions.
alachuissaahii, alachulssaawaak, alachu's~aalalaa, alachu1.QSaaliio,
alaChu!ssaawiio, alachu~ssaalaliio atv; corner; ((ala + - +
') aah'· · b· " )ssaa + ~~ = arr1ve r1ng1ng
/
chuuchuushi siv; tall and slender
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Baach{m ch~uchuushiitak
A pine tree is tall and slender.
,
chuuchuusheeta siv; tall, slender,. {like a pine tree); (- + eeta)
~
chuusa an; half dollar
Ch~sam balaakb{a balcik
I gave my daughter a half dollar.
ch~uwatcheet -0 siv; socked, off center, aslant
Balax~pim ch~uwatchee aak~sbaalik
I tilted a board and took it outside.
D
/ I / I / /daachl, baalichl., daalichi, kaau, bakaau, dakaau aiv; be or stay
(in place)
Koon kaawitok
They want to stay :there.
daah601i, balah601i, da'lahooli atv; catch an UIlpleasant whiff of
Bach/esh ihkalahtolik
The man smelled himself.
/ /",daaka, balaaka, da- in; offspring; used in compounds for the young of
animals or birds
Baaaxuawisht ko6ht d~ichissuuk
Even animals love their young.
ahpal!aka = front flap of the ear
IApsaalooka = Crow Tribe
baashch{innaaka = white child
Jdaakaachi in; child (in one's care); (- + aachf)
,(uxdaaka = fawn
I / ~daasa, balasa, dalasa in; heart
Bilaxp~ake daas~ua hawuss~eiluk
They perform open-heart surgery.
al ·aaW1,
ahpalaasl = ear lobe
daataalla adv; sometiIile in the future
Daataal~a boowi{k
I will come sometime.
/ I I d l 01. I /daawee, daammaa, daannaa, a..aWl.~O, daammuu, daannuu
/ ~Buum daaweek
He sang a song.
I / .baalaw~, dalaw1 aiv; start in
/ I
Daawih haluxih
Go ahead, sing.
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atv; sing, read
d ' ..aaW1~ siv; three
,/ hk d/ ··kBasaas e aawJ.~
I have three BQrs.es,
hk ~ I ahk/ dahk/ .. I' b dab"'" / dda apee, dahkapbaa, d apdaa, ap11o, dahkap UU, ll\.ap uu
burn or smoke incense
~ ~Ootchiash baalahkapbaak
I burned incense last night.
aiv;
an; incense; (baa + -)
/dahkohpi an; dip in the ground, hollow
Aw{ dahk6hpim alakkuuwlk awtlichik
He stumbled into a dip in the ground and fell.
/dahkohpi siv; lliose weight
Awlkaam dahk~hpiK
I saw him and he has lost weight.
dahktf, baakfhku, d~akahku, efhkuu, baakfhkuu, dtakahkuu aiv; live at,
hang around
.I , I
Basbilaxpaake baakoow ahkuuk
MY people are living in peace.
;/ /. c/ I / I
aalahku, aawaakahku, aal8.akahktl, aiLhkuu, aawaakahkuu, aalaakahkuu
atv; take in, take care of; (aa + -)
atv; drive in (nail)
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dahpf atv; get in (car, hole)
Chihpap,{ushim awuush{m dahp{k
A chipmunk went into a hole.
chilahpf, bah-, dah- atv; dismount, get out (of car); (chi + -)
dak clause suffix meaning when or if
chila~shilak= tomorrow
/ / d!_1.1. h·dakkaash3., bakkaashl., ~aas 1
I
Uuwatam iilakkaashfk
He nailed with a piece of metal.
akihchilakkaashf an; bee; (ak + (ihchi + -))
dakkach{, bakkachf, dfakkachi atv; pullout in front of (in a race),
stand out among, go through (school)
Bilaxp~e hteleen dakkachfk
He stands out among those people.
~ I.Baachirnme aawakkach1k
I got him through school.
dakkannee
dakklfchi
see
siv;
a~dakkannee= overhear snatches of a conversation
swing
Chfise d~hik
H~ 'Isw~g his tail.
chilakk~tkuu, bah-, dah- aiv; swing back into place; (chi + -
I
+ kuu = come back)
daksakshf, baksakshf, d~sakshi fit into (a concave hollow)
Ishtt daksaksh{k
He hit him in the eye.
chilaksakshf, bah-, d~- aiv; go back into place (joint into its
socket, rider onto his horse); (chi + -)
1// /dappee, bappee, daappee, dappiio
, t.
Uuxam bappeek
I killed a bear.
atv; mortally wound, kill
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bilitchilappet, bilitchiwappel, bilitchil£appee, bilitchilappi{o
atv; murder, commit homicide; (bili + (chi + -))
chilappel, bah-, d~-, chilapPifo atv; finish off a wounded person
dapp,{shi
or animal, kill, make sure something is dead; (chi + -)
siv; swollen
Bashcht dapp£shik
MY leg is swollen.
dassachf, bassachf, d£assachi atv; split
~al£m ku~ta bassach{k
I split a log in half.
chilassachf, bah-, d~- atv; split again; (chi + -)
datchfishi siv; joined, hooked up, stuck in
alachilatch{ishi an; fork in a canyon or river; (ala + chi + -)
datch{shi, batch~shi, d~tchushi
Is~shke datch~hik
He whipped his horse.
atv; whip
atv; tie, tie up, imprison, make (using feathers)
Idaxch1 siv; choke, gag
J IHaaluusak daxch1k
He ate something and choked.
daxch{, baxchf, d{axchi
Blashum daxch{k
.lie made a fan.
n{see d~axchi?
Did you make your arrows?
akbaalaxch[ n; policeman; tal<: + (baa + -))
Idaxsach~ siv; soft
,/ IOmmaaxape daxsach1k
My bed is soft.
daxxllua siv; slide tground), skid tear)
Awl daxx~luak
The ground slid.
d / ..aJCX1.J. see b 1 Iff ••a axx~~ =weapon
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Idaxxush1 siv; squashed, sroached, bloody tsaid of a nose)
Bache~m ~le daxxushfk
A man smashed his nose.
Ideaxa siv; light tin color), light complexioned, clear, transparent
Iiwaleeihchichfkaam d{axak
1be window is clear.
ch{isdeaxa = gray tof horses)
chfisdeaxshipita = dark gray lof horses)
h i. d . · t I f h )C 1.18 eaxxaxX:L = gray pal.n \ 0 orses
chfisuhpischileaxa = fox
A ~ I / / ~ Idee, baalee, dalee, daau, baau, dalaau aiv; go
" / I / / /aalee, aawaalee, aalalee, aalaau, aawaa11 , aalalaau atv; take;
laa + -)
I
akbaawaalaachaalee = mailman
alfannee = road
{ilaalee = car
dee, bee, dee, duu, buu, duu atv; become, pretend to be
Joesh bishkawaal~xdeek
Joe joined the Crazy Dog Society.
Iichfimmeek
1 turned into/pretended to be a horse.
akchishleleeleeta = have no casualties tsaid of a war party)
ak{ssatdee = soldier
ak(ssatdeelichi = policeman
chiftdee = scout
chishtelee = become a casualty in battle
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deeta iv; doesn't exist; takes nouns or sentences as subjects
:B I .. h'· takassee 1~C ~lnnee .
A long time ago there weren't any horses.
I ~Iluke duushdeetak
He doesn't eat meat.
akchishteleeleeta = have no casualties lsaid of a war party)
akd~tchileeteeta= feel out of place
,
aksaaleeta = mustang
baaalaxaxxfleeta = fearless
/ Id~a see a11a = ford
d{aa, d!awaa, d{alaa, d:fuo, dfawuu, d!al1rl1 atv; do,- ,make
Baaxawual{awaak
I made some bread.
IAkbaatatd1a = God
Id1annee see alia = ford
alta = fordseedfanneeiiwatchushi
dichf atv; hit
Shik~am bi~aatam dichfk
A boy hit a girl.
alachiIichf, ammahchilichf, ann~chilichi in; harem, band of
female animals; lala + tchi + -»)
chilich{, bah-, d~- atv; herd; lchi + -)
d - I1J., -0 atv; shoot at
I I
Uuxam baaliJ.ok
We shot at a deer.
atv; dance
Baatawe: dias~uk
He did a war dance.
Iduka see il-&ka =meat
dfrtchi, bu-, di- atv; grasp, hold, catch, seize
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I IIskake dutchik
He grabbed his coup stick.
I /
ahpaaxe amnutcheeta = heavy cloud cover
akd~tchileeteeta siv; feel out of place, feel unwelcome,
forlorn; {ak + «- + deeta = doesn't exist) + eeta)
d-&tcheeta siv;
d h I b hi d· JUUS 1, UUS~, ~-
tight; (- + eeta)
atv; eat
Batduus~uk
'lhey eateach 0 ther.
Iakbaleeluush~ an; cannibal; (ak + lbalee + -))
duusaach{ atv; eat away, etch, corrode; (- + aach{)
E
I / ,
ee, bee, dee atv; own
I I
Iilaaleem kammeek
Now I own a car.
E~ itkaashkaatak
His share is small.
Bas{ilaaleesh kotn elk
He owns my car.
I I Ibaaee, baawee, baalee in; possessions, outfit; (baa + -)
eelValVaa, baa, daa, iiolVuuNoo, bUll, duu atv; cause to be; takes
stative sentences as objects; a stem-final lax syllabic vowel
preceded by an intervocalic consonant is deleted in the first
and second persons, and if this vowel is unaccented the
consonant is doubled in the tnird person singular if it is an
obstruent; the third singular form i~ a following a
dipthong or aa, aa following a non-low tense vowel, and ee
replacing a lax vowel; to form the third person plural, if the
third singular ends with aa this is replaced by uu if it follows
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a or 0 and 00 otherwise, and if the third singular ends with
ee this is replaced by uu if it is preceded by a double
obstruent and iio otherwise.
I
alachuutchee = singe
I ' .. ba aX~1.aa = urn
baah{iaa = score in arrow throwing
I
oosshee = cook
I
oosshee = food prepared and ready to eat
I
uutcllee = dry
I. 1xap1.J.aa = ose
eeta verb suffix that means doing or appearing as if; replaced by aata
after tense vowels
akd~tchileeteeta= feel out of place
alascheewteta = stupid
bimmujschoopeeta = about to keel over
~
chehchehxeeta = big round (eyes)
chihpawillachihkuuaata = soaking wet
chtuchuusheeta = tall
d~tcheeta = tight
Ipuusheeta = speckled (as with freckles)
ta~tcheeta = dance
I I / l
ehche, ewahche, elahche, ehkuu atv; know
Baah/eleen bii/hchek
He knows me among those in the crowd.
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H
h imperative
haawf siv; none, all gone, none left, \with animate subjects) tired
out, all in
B-&uptuum haarluk
There aren't any balls left.
akil{ihaawi = have no relatives
Ihachka siv; long, tall and slender
~ I
J3achuuke hachkak
My younger brother is tall.
b~aphachka = giraffe
Ibaaaphachka = elephant
, / , h I. I Ihawassee, hawassaawaa, hawassaalaa, awassJ.~o, hawassa.awuu, hawassaaluu
fix, court, be of service to the chronically ill or elderly,
doctor in the Indian way
I IAkbaallR baahawasseek
The doctor is attending people.
Ihawata siv; one, other
Bas{ilaalee haw~te h{sshikaashkaatak
MY other car is bright red.
hche, bahche, dahche, hkuu atv; cause, take the place of; takes either
sentences or nouns as objects
aachu~che = corner in an argument
chihpawiliachihkuuaata = soaking wet tsaid of animates)
t'xxehche = shoot (gun)
Iheelee pn; among
I IBalapaale heeleelak
He's among the trees.
lichfiluum balap~le hjeleen xal~ssuuk
The horses are running among the trees.
h i" b J d 1/ d" ~ bO ~ d I" /11, aa, a aa, 1~O, 110, a 110
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atv; arrive at, meet, get close to
Baaxawuaashe' hfik
He arrived at Grow Agency.
Marysh ammaafaschiluua koon biih{ik
1'/lary me t me at the store.
ah~" / 1 I' I" I " ~ 1 1" /a ~1, aawaa, aa a aa, aa 110, aaW11o, aa a 110 atv; arrive bringing,
bring with; laa + -)
'akh° ° 'akb I kd 1 !"'1~d" 0 'akb· ° 'akd 1"a 1~t a aa, aa a aa, ~ 1100, a 1100, a a 100 arrive on
time; \ lak + -)
alachuissaahii = corner
baahfiaa, baah{iwaa, baahfilaa, baahfiook, baah{iwuu, baahfiluu
score in arrow throwing; t(baa + -) + ee = cause to be)
Ihilawi see "hi .. -'hol' ° 11. aW1rv 1. aWl = seep
hiletn plural demonstrative pronoun; tllese
Hiletn {ttuuk
These are good.
hili, (hi)liawaa, (hi)lialaa, hiluu, (hi)liawuu, (hi)lialuu
build; derives aiv from nouns
IAwaasuuhilik
He built a house.
make,
h " I1nne
h{sshi
singular demonstrative pronoun; this; when unaccented it is the
demonstrative adjective; also used to direct one's attention
toward something
H o ~ b·· 'kl.I:'ne J.~wee
ll'his is mine.
siv; red
Awaashua h{sshik
Ilihe house is red.
H{sshe {tchikshik
Red is a pretty color.
htah
Ibalaahisshi = gold
ch{ahisshi = strawberry roan
verb suffix; but (not)
Baal~ewiawaahtahbaaleet~
I was going to go, but 1 didn't.
h 1 1 b·· d/. · bU 1, 11-, 11- In; one
I I IHule talee chikuook
Bone grease tastes good.
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Ihuppii an; soup
aiv; come
I .. t I Itt ukHupP11a awee 1 U
Hot soup is good.
h J bid l' I b I daluu~oUU, 00, a 00, duuo, uno,
" /J oesh Baaxawuaashe kushuuk
Joe came to Crow Agency.
, " ~ I , I
00, aawoo, aalaloo, aaluuo, aawuuo, aalaluuo
/ IBasaashke ooh
Bring my horse.
hxuh verb suffix; or
Dal'ewialaahxuh daltessaa?
lJid you go, or not?
I
i
i, ilu verb suffix; generic, tenseless
i~~; siv; small
lcht iakaashkk.tak
His feet are small.
Isfilaalee iak~tak
His car is kind of small.
,. ·ale t ·11p1 aa a = magp1e
aiv; bring; (aa + -)
ialash adv; barely
lalashbalf.k
1 barely survived.
I h-l- 1~asc ~ ~, aw-, a - atv; buy, trade
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I - h/·l- I h-l-k1C ~1 1m 1asc 1 ~
He bought a horee.
alatallaiaschiluu = gas station
ammaa{aschiluu an; store; (ala + (baa + - + uu))
J
iaxchii see aa
iaxp~alii see xap~lii =medicine
iaxp~sShi, b-, d~ siv; have a full stomach
Chil~sheesh biaxp~sshik
I ate hearty this morning.
iaxx{i, biaxx{i, dfaxxii in; forehead; see axx{i = forehead
_I
J.axxo, b-, d- siv; hurt (physically or emotionally)
in; younger brother, younger male parallel
Bach: bi~ok
:fvIy foot hurts.
nl b- _.1 ak1spaxxe 111axxoa
Your elbow is hurting me.
Bache~m i!xxowaak
I hurt a man.
ichf, bachf, dL in; foot, paw
Ichl il{tshiik
His feet stink.
ichuukl, bachuukf, dichfuka
cousin, (a man's) sister's son younger than he
~ ,- /. -Bachuuke xaxua awach~ssh1k
I love all my younger brothers.
- / t -1haa a, bi-, dJ.- siv; different, feel out of place, feel funny or
stra.nge
Baakfatam iik,,{wi taale aa ih(atak
A child spun around until he felt funny.
·h' -'-'h·l' - b-h'· d-h' - 1]" aW1~ 1. aW1, 1 aw~, 1. aW1 seep
totchiash bih~e satch{k
I slept soundly last night.
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/
akhilawi an; cocoon; (ak + -)
ihchlxa, b-, d! in; bump behind the ear
Ihch'xeem dichfrn aw:lichik
He hit him behind the ear and he fell.
ihchi verb prefix; reflexive; appears as ihk before some stems beginning
atv; live with
with a, and as ihch before all other vowel-initial stems
Ihchilappe:k
He killed himself.
akihchilakkaashf = bee
akihchixachfi = railroad handcar
iiwaleeihchich{kaa = mirror
fhkasshi, aw-, al-
lJoesh aW1hkassuuk
We live with Joe.
IBacha11hkassuu?
Do you live together?
chihpfhkasshi an; a certain kind of small owl that stays around
prairie dogs; (- + fhkasshi = live with)
I
1 hkuluu stv; be touching
Joeshdak Maryshdak bachfhkuluuok
Joe and Mary are touching.
Joesh Marysh fhkuluuk
Joe is touching Mary.
ihtl, b-, dt in; eye tooth
Iht6 d~shtuuk
They pulled his eye tooth.
iichfilihta = eye tooth of an elk
ii, bii, dii, 00, boo, dOD aiv; intend; takes sentences with identical
subject as its objects; in the second person, the declarative
sentence is generally used as a challenge
,
Kammaaleewook
We'll go now.
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Baaluush{iik
He's going to eat.
Dax!lusshiliik
So go ahead and. run.
ii verb prefix; indicates an instrument noun or cause clause; also
used as a derivational prefix
a~iiwilaxpaaka= Indian
iichilaka' = steering wheel
~ ~ h' f'1~C ua = one 0 a pa1r
.. I h1.1paa = orn
iiwaleeihchichfkaa =mirror
iich{ili, isfashka, bas!ashka, d{saashka an; horse
Iich{ile xuss£uk
Horses are fast runners.
iich{ilihta an; eye tooth of an elk; (- + iht~ = eye tooth);
regular possessive forms
iichfilikaashi an; elk; (- + kalshi); regular possessive forms
iihul!, b-, d! in; leg (of person, animal, table)
Iihull il~shishik
His leg is broken.
baaiihul{ an; wheel, tire; (baa + -)
· ok' b- d!1J. at , in; (a man's) older brother, (a man's) older male parallel
cousin, (a man's) sister's son older than he
• ° k .. ·1r1_! b d I t hI· t t11 ~u, -, - a V; ear, 18 en 0
T' ° ik·,,'r'-~raxxem 1. l..U\.A~
He heard a bang.
iikushchf, b-, dL siv; come out (hole), get out of (mud hole)
Awushfm koon iikushchfk
He came out of a cave.
1. 1 b dJ.~ aa, -, - adv; on one's own; plural forms are the same as the
singular forms
H " 'b/·l d' · "kJ.nne J.1 aa aammaawl.~
I will read this on my own.
{ilaalee an; car, vehicle; (- + dte = go)
iil~pxa, b-, d! in; (a man's) father and whoever his father refers to
as bachuukf, biikl, or bal~shi
iil~pxisaahka, b-, d! in; (a man's) grandfather, whoever his
parent refers to as
old man)
b " "1/J.1 apxa or b 1-.1.. · I hkas~a; t- + lsaa a =
I.. b dJ.J.pa, -, - in; tail feather
Deaxka~shiipe batch'atuuk
Eagle tail feathers are great.
chilaxch!ipshiili = Cooper's hawk
!ipiakaata an; magpie; (- + (i! = small + k~ata = diminutive))
I.. " 11.l.p1., aw-, a - atv; have sexual intercourse with
B h I b J /·"kac eem .l.am 11.P1.
A man had intercourse with a woman.
Hst, b-, d! in; face
I .. / hI .. 1_1-J.se C l.a ~S~
His face is too big.
i!sbahta Isiv; shy, not able to stand up in a crowd; (- + bahta =
weak)
:Bachuuk~ chfa ifsbahtak
l\ly younger brother is too shy.
itsbatcheeshi
,
siv; in sorrow, bereaved; t- + batcheesh1 = poor)
.... hi. .. hi.... hi.. ·1' h·"l~SS 11, 11wass ~~~11waaSS~~1, 11 aass 11, -0
BiiwakutteH iissh!ik
He camped by me.
aiv; camp
ifttashtee, b-, d- in; dress, shirt
iiwltchushi siv; lying horizontally in a row
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alfanneeiiwatchushi = trail
I- bl.J.we, -, d- siv; cry, weep
Baachilaxchfm fiwek
An infant cried.
· - - h'11W1S 1 = grown up
akbaaaxuawishiiwishle = rancher
··-h l -'-hb' '--hd' "-h/ '--hb' '--hd
'
l1W1S ee, l1W1S aa, ~lW1S aa, 12W1S eeo, 11W1S UU, l1W1S UU
atv; raise (animal), rear (child); (- + ee = cause to be)
- - /td .. /tb .. /td _. ltd .. Itb _. ltdl1Wl. ee, 11.W1 ee, 11W1 ee, 11W1 UU, l1Wl nu, l1W1 uu
Bal~ koon iiw{tdeek
He swung from a tree.
~ ~ ~ Il.kaa, awakaa, al8.kaa, l.kuu atv; see, look at, understand
Ammiiwatcheeshl (kaak
He understands my hardships.
aiv; swing
iiwaleeihchichfkaa an; mirror, window; tii + balee + ihchi +
siv; survive, get by
chi + -)
ikk~pa, b-, dl in; hat, cap
I.. /..Ikktihpe xapl.k
His hat fell off.
il~shi, bal~shi, d- in; husband of anyone a man calls basb{a,
,
whoever a man's wife calls basbachee
iII, bali, d!.
Ialashil[k
He barely made it.
immicfa, bammi~waa, a{mmialaa, immiJo, bammi!wuu, dfmmialuu aiv;
hustle, scrounge, seek ways to survive; t- + bi~ = want)
ilfi, balli, d- aiv; speak, talk
Bissilfim baalaaxt~
He said something to me, but I didn't understand it.
akbaleeilfiaachiwi
follow a line))
an; lawyer; \ak + \\balee + -) + aichiwi =
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aki1fihaawi siv; have no relatives; ((ak + -) + haawf = none);
used as an insult, i.e., has no one to give him advice
~ala + -)
baleeil{i n; talk, language; tbalee + -)
nikk~, balikk£a, dflikkaa, ili~ atv; laU¥h at
Joesh ilikk6u.k
'l'hey laughed at Joe.
il{ahe, bal{she, d- aiv; scream
o'otchiash baak~atam nfshek
A child screamed last night.
in; language;
ilftshii siv; stink
Ammalapfshkuua il{tshiik
Hillings stinks.
il&a, isdJIca, basd4ca, dfsduka an; meat
Il4:e chi!clook
Meat is delicious.
,
ilusshishi siv; broken, not in working order
B" hk' · -h I' "I' h" h·k18 am 11 U e 1 uss 18 ~
A dog broke his leg.
Is!ilaalee ilJsshishik
His car isn't working.
" b d!.lS, as, noun prefix; indicates alienable possession; derives
non-productively kinship terms from nouns; pronounced as a
palatal-alveolar when preconsonantal
Iisbachee = \a woman's) brother
isbfa = ta man's) sister
isb{akalishta = ta woman's) brothers wife
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--'~hk' ')fth - 1~S1saa a = \a woman s a er-~n- aw
is~ siv; big, large, huge
"1 1 hi - aak'~asl1 aa ee C 1a 18
y~ car is too big.
ahpisla = mule
apisfa = name of the kind of bird that lived long ago
IApsaalooka = Crow ~ribe
I
cheetxiiliaaa = gray wolf
chichkisfa = sage hen
isa~ pn; within, among, between
Shiehe' isai h:eleen bahlam kool~
IIthere 's a spring among the hills.
Iisaahka n; old man
I I. I _ I..Apsaalooke heele 1saahke h~lap1k
There are not too many old men among the Crow.
che/tisaahkaa = term used to address an older brother
iil~pxisaahka= (a man's) grandfather
isis~a, basis~a, a! in; (a woman's) father-in-law, whoever
her husband refers to as biilfpxa; (is + -)
~
- I b; d/lspaxxa, aspaxxa, - in; elbow; (- + p'xxa • ?)
Basp~xxe baa!litbaak
I bumped my elbow.
islaka, bas~a, d- in; (a woman's) father and whoever her father refers
to as bachuukf, biik1, or balkshi
· l~ b 1/ d- I 1-1saa 1, asaa 1, lsaa 1 in; (a woman's) older brother, (a woman's)
older male parallel cousin
Bul isaal/ biilishteek
}~ wife's older brother is kind to me.
isahch{ita, basahCh{ita, dis!hchiita in; a man's younger sister,
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(a man's) younger female parallel cousin, (a man's) sister's
daughter younger than he
Bache: isahch!ituua chichitt~uk
Men respect their younger sisters.
iSahk~ta, basahk£ata, dislnkaata in; older sister, older female parallel
cousin, (a man's) sister's daughter older than he
Basahk~atuua bas~ua iil£upe kotuk
Our older sisters are our second mothers.
ischi
{shohe,
ishChf,
see chlisuhpischileaxa = fox
I. /.aw~hche, a11hche aiv; plan well
lshtaak dfaak
He planned it well and did it.
I Ibashch1, d- in; hand, front paw of bear, cat, or raccoon
DaxpitcheJm ishch~ aw!kaak
I saw a bear's paw.
fshchi n; coating, ~ust on something
~uwatam fshche ih~iiwuuk
We removed the rust from some metal.
ah.ktfxishchi = ear wax
, . I I
ishta, bashta, d- in; eye
, I IIshte duptuua shuook
Both of his eyes are black.
baashchfili n; white person; (baa + (- + shfili = yellow));
phonological derivation is obscure
baashchtinnaaka n; white child; «baa + (- + sh{ili = yellow)) +
d~ka = offspring)
I h.~ssac ~ siv; plug
Billxam fssache dfawaak
I plugged up a bucket.
,
akJ.ssatdee an; soldier, militiaman, militia; (ak + - + dee =
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become)
ak{ssatdeelichi an; policeman; «ak + - + dee = become) + aach{)
!SShi, bii-, dii- in; outermost cover
Bil~am {sshe bahchik~achik
I put a cover on a drum.
baa{sshi an; sack, bag, box, carton; (baa + -)
it adv; still, yet
It ·biikoow[ssaak
I am not ready yet.
·t' b t' d~ axpuu, a axpuu, - in; toenail, claw, hoof
{tchi
Basckshke i t!xpuua il£Sheechik
My horse has a cracked hoof.
siv; good
Baleealkiiwilaxpaake ftchik
It's good to be an Indian.
/t h·' h-]. C J.1CS 1. siv; pretty (woman); (- + kisshi)
ftchikshikaata siv; cute (baby, woman); ((- + kisshi) + k~ta)
K
k suffix; declarative performative
bahchil~suuk= For Heaven's sake!
I I Ikaa, bah-, dah-, ktiu aiv; laugh
Shiklakkaatam kk.latchik
A little boy kept on laughing.
I Ikaal1., baa-, da- atv; ask for
Il&:am Joesh kusbaakaalfk
I asked Joe for some meat.
kafshi noun or verb suffix indicating veri or very much with verbs and
true, genuine, or original, former with nouns
a'ashkakaashi see bishk~ = dog
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Ikaata
al~utkaashi = arrow used with a bow
Ibalaxxiikaashi = bow
iich[ilikaashi = elk
suffix; diminutive, ve~
Ibaakaata n; child; tbaa + -)
b~laahisshikaata= penny
I. ·ak t ·l1P1 aa a = magp1e
ftchikshikaata = cute
kaka verb prefix; again
,
Kakawook
I came again.
kala verb prefix; right now, right then
Kannuushfk
He's eating it right now.
I I Ikalaa, baa-, da-, kaluu aiv; flee, run away
Is~shke awfhchishi baakalk
I ran from his horse.
~ /.kalaaxta, bah-, dah- atv; forget; takes nouns and sentences as objects
D:ewiaash kalaaxt~
He forget to go.
Bikk~pe bahkalaaxt~
I forgot my hat.
Daltowialeesh bahkalaaxt~
I forgot you were coming.
kal!shta siv; small, little
/ IBaaka11shtam bappeek
I killed something young.
bfakalishta = young woman
isb(akalishta = (a woman's) brother's wife
kisshi
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suffix; imitation, replica of, toy, synthetic, derives nouns
from nouns; exclamation, derives verbs from verbs
bil/akisshi = light
h i- k- h- t -1 bc ~1S 1SS ]. = a1 - one
{tchikshi = pretty
{tchikshikaata = cute
/
kOD stv; be
~ I I.Kalaheele xusshe kook
He is the fastest runner.
Ikoala, bii-, dii- siv; there
I IBuuptuum koolassuuk
The balls are gone.
Ikoota iv; be so, be true
K~uwaaweem koot~ hiliachik
I fooled him and he thought it was true.
Ikootaa adv; the whole
ashkoot~ = the whole tribe
Ikua pn; center
Kuc! hfik
He arrived at the center/It is noon.
K ' - - h'-kuuan 11.88 11
He camped in the middle.
I Ikumml., bah-, dah- aiv; accompany singing wi th a drum for dancing
I I IOotchiash akkumme ahUk
'rhere were many singers.
I I Ikussaa, bah-, dah-, kussuu atv; invite in to eat
Biilap~ache bahkuss~
I invited my friend in to eat.
bilikkuss~, baleewahkuss~, baleel~saa, bilikkussJu aiv;
extend a general invitation to everyone; (p~~~ + -)
H~ul'aacheesh bache~m bilikkuss~
A man invited everybody in the other day.
ku I bakku~," I I I.u, dala.akku, daAkkuu, baakkuu, dalaa.kkuu
Bashshkakaashe ku~
!'iy dog came back.
chil~tkuu = swing back into place
, I I I I Ikuu, baku, daku, kuuo, bakUu, dakuu atv; give
ll~she iichfilim ku~
He gave his brother-in-law a horse.
I Ikuxsh1, bah-, dah- atv; help
Bachuukt biikuxsrJk
~~ younger brother helped me.
akbaakuxsh[ an; lawyer; ~ak + tbaa + -»)
o
aiv; come back
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~hchikaapi, aw-, al- atv; locate something lost, greet someone after a
long separation
Isbftchiia xapliaash thchikaapik
He found his knife which he had lost.
likl 6hchikaapik
He greeted his older brother.
~hchiPChi, aw-, al- atv; stick up for
Akcipe thchipchik
He stuck up for his sibling.
akbaaJhchipchi an; lawyer; tak + t baa + -»)
I I
00 = bring; see hun = come
tochia, aw-, al- aiv; stop tmotion)
~mmaa[aschiluua koon ~ochiah
stop at the stot!e.
I h.ooc ~a siv; healed, well
I IBaale ooehiak
~ arm is healed.
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tolapi, 2W-, al- atv; find, discover
I /
Balaam oolapik
He found some money.
toli, aw-, al- atv; eat along wi th
Baaxaww! i1~e Jolihchek
He ate bread along with his meat.
~h{ipooli = Indian bologna
I 1- 100 ~, aw- a - atv; wait for
Shik~am o'olik
He waited for a boy.
J
oolia adv; again right away
0' 1- I h- - h-ko 1a awuuass 11C 1
He scored right away again {in basketball).
Jolia baahlia.a.k
He scored right again (in arrow throwing).
toshi siv; cooked, ready (of £ood), burnt, dyed
h -h I- h· dhC 1 paxx1100S ~ = groun og
I I I I I I
oosshee, ooshbaa, ooshdaa, oossuu, ooshbuu, ooshduu atv; cook,
burn, dye; (- + ee = cause to be)
I IIlukam oossheek
He cooked some meat.
J /11ttaashtee oossheek
He dyed his shirt.
I
oosshee an; food prepared and ready to eat; (- + ee = cause to be)
t08hii, aw-, al- atv; dip out, ladle
I h h i h' - - · · I h·-ksee upp1~a ~~oos ~1
He dipped soup with his hand.
Jotchia an; darkness, night
dotchia a~ak chilfak
It has been cold several nights.
I I I
Ootchiash Baatawee n; Nighthawks; «- + sh) + (baa + tawee = hot))
otXPi, b-, d- atv; shoot at and hit
'I ,Unxam. ooxpiht kootaa deek
He shot a deer, but it kept on going.
p
Ipaa, baa-, da- aiv; whoop. holler, ahout
I I I ..-1Bacheem paak paak 11uuk
A man kept on shouting and shouting.
iipa~ an; horn; (ii + -)
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p~chile, bapch{le, d{pchile atv; push (objects that can move such
as a person or car)
B o 01 h O b" 0 , h-l k11188 1am 1~p~ac 1 e
I was stuck and he pushed me.
I I Ipaaxalua, bapxalua, dapxalua atv; push, slide (dead weight)
I !
Puuxke paaxaluak
He pushed some dirt.
p~xuushi, bapxJushi, dlpxuushi push forcefully
. I, IB1nnaxche paaxuusak aaleek
He forceably moved the fence.
pJttatchia siv; roll (as does a tire or log)
Isbaaiihul~ p~ttatchiak
His tire rolled.
baap~ttatchia
b~pchia pIela
an; wagon; (baa + -)
,
an axle grease; «(baa + -) peela = excrement);
phonological derivation is obscure
I h. Ipaxsac .1., ba-, da- atv; knead, massage
Baakfatam eel' p~xsachik
He massaged the child's stomach.
alachip:.xsachi an; headwaters of a river, head of a canyon;
(ala + chi + -)
h · I h- bah d!1AC 1paxsac 1, -, ~l- atv; probe again; (chi + -)
/.paXXl.l siv; crooked; occurs only in derived forms
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alapaxx!i
h . I.e l.paxxJ.~
n; bend tin a river); tala + -)
siv; crooked, cocked; ,chi + -)
Ipeela n; excrement
p/ele il{tshiiok
Excrement stinks.
/ . Ibaapch1a peela = axle grease
p~uchi siv; corrugated; in rows tas a cattle guard, railroad ties,
ribs)
/ I.Duuse puuch~k
.His ribs show.
Ipulua n; purring noise (cat, car motor)
I /ISlilaalee puluahchek
tie started his car.
Ipu pulupulua hooting noise (owl, drum); t- + -)
I h· · tPUUS 1 81V; S riped
Isaaushp-dushik
He is a Cheyenne.
chihpap~ushi = chipmunk
I
puusheeta = speckled las with freckles)
?
? clause suffix indicating interrogation
s
I
saaka an; frog
I ISaakam awakaak
I saw a frog.
I /Saake duusuuk
Frogs are edible.
sahk/e siv; come to, regain consciousness, remember
I I IBacheesh sahkeem kuUk
The man came to his sense and came back.
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I
sahpua siv; seven
Baapbaalfinneet ammtax haw~te baap~ s~puak
There seven days in a week.
Shits!hpua = hills in Big Horn Valley
sh noun suffix; definite known individual; preceding vowel is replaced
by the citation form which is lengthened and, if stressed,
made falling stressed; when added to proper names, it's
added to the stem and used when the name is used for reference
I I I I I I
shee, baash1, dashi, suu, baasuu, dasuu die
Bishklm she'ek
A dog died.
siv; listless
bilisshte
sh~epaali
an; corpse; (bili + -)
Bakchifa sh~epaalik
~y mount is listless.
I/-I I ~
shehpaatdee, shehpaatbee, shehpaatdee, shehpaatduu, shehpaatbuu,
I
shehpaatduu aiv; proud
D~bachee {tchim iishehpaatdeek
He is proud because his son is good.
J
sh1a adv; a long time
Baapt kalash!a.k
The days are monger.
shichf siv; come apart
fikshiiwe shichfk
The bol t came ap,art.
shieh! an; hill, range of hills
Shich~ ba.a.killc
The hills are high.
shi tsfhpua
I
shituushi
I
n; hills in Big Horn Valley; (- + sahpua = seven)
n; bottom of a hill; (- + Jushi = base)
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h · - h' b d IS 110 1, aa-, a-
a bear
aiv; expell air producing a shushing sound like
h i. h-s ~~c 1
h i_I-S 11 1.
I I .. h- - h'kaxxom 1J.8 ~1.C 1 ..
Because he is hurt he made a shushing sound.
h i- h- hI- h- h'_I h- t thS 1.1.C J., 8 l1wac 1, S 11 ac 1. a v; row
BJupchiw hawusshfichik
He threw a ball around.
awtuasshiichi = throw into I
siv; longer than usual, too long
Bfalisshe ch!a shfichik
¥~ sleeve is too long.
k.pshiichi = discouraged to the point of giving up
aiv; yellow
I I IOhpaat awe sh1.ileetiik
The ground is yellow in the evening.
baashch{ili ~ white person
chilaxchf~psniili= Cooper's hawk
tal~ashiili = butter
shfipa, bii-, dii- in; intestines
Sh / . h -h/ _. k1.1pe am 1. Uaxl10
1~ey removed some of his intestines.
shfipaachi an; banana, bologna; (- + aachf)
shfipbaaliinneeta in; appendix; (- + baal{inneeta = idle)
shlipooli an; Indian bologna; (- + toli '= eat along with)
shikiaka an; boy from about three-fourths grown to full grown
Shikkke ~ammisuuk
Boys are rr~schievous.
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shilusshf siv; get in the mood, be enthusiastic, eager
Bil~e ditJum ShiluSShfk
He got in the mood when they hit the drum.
ship{ta siv; black
laahpt ship!tak
His shoes are black e
ch!ashpita = blue roan
chfisdeaxshipi ta = dark gray \of horses)
chfisdeaxshipittaali = very dark gray (of horses)
tallashpita = motor oil
shishchf siv; littered, messy
Aw/ele baashishchfk
It is littered outside.
shishla siv; dirty
Bi{ttaashtee shich{ak
}tr shirt is dirty.
shishG.shi siv; soaking wet, saturated with water, water-logged,
thawed out; used figuratively with animate subjects to mean
warmed up after having been very cold
Daxpfm shishtshbaak
I soaked a hide.
I
shua siv; blue, green
I IBuupchim shuak
The ball is blue.
shJataali = inexperienced
sh~ataali siv; inexperienced; (- + taali)
Joesh b~upchiliaash sh~ataalik
Joe is an inexperienced ball player.
I
sookaatl.as exclamation used by members of the Bad War Deeds clan
when they-like something a great deal
sookitttolish
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exclamation used by members of the Bad War Deeds clan
when they like something
I
ssaa postposition; to, toward
I I IChichuche kussee baaleek
I went to Hardin.
alachu~ssaahii = corner
a~uasshiichi = throw into
I
bimmuuschoopeeta = about to keel over
ssaa, ssuu suffix; negative, derives verbs from verbs and nouns
lich!ilissaak
it's not a horse.
D[siilaaleessaak
It's not your car•
. -Baalichfssuuk
;We didn't hit him.
bass~ssaa = old~fashioned
bass~ssaa = in the time of our ancestors
batcheeshfssaa = rich
T
ta verb suffix; always doing it, derives stative verbs from verbs
Ibaapuxta = insect
I ,
taathi)li noun suffix; indicates the real original or chief
asht~ili = teepee
chfisdeaxshipittaali = very dark gray tof .horses)
talJa an; grease, animal or vegetable oil, lubricating oil, gasoline
i·al~e liwisahuk
Gasoline is expensive.
~alte iitossheehiluuk
Grease is used for cooking.
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alatallaiaschiluu an; gas station; ~ala + ~- + {aschili = buy
+ uu))
tal~chia an; lard; \- + ch{a = White)
tal~shiili an; butter; t- + shlili = yellow)
talJashpita an; motor oil; \- + shiplta =black)
tat~sachi siv; wet, damp
I IAwe tatassachik
The ground is damp.
tatchuuk', bii-, dii- in; scar tissue, cyst
, I
Aluua tatchuukak
It is scarred where he was wounded.
tatchuukaachf siv; stubborn; l- + Bach!)
Itatee, -0 sty; very good at; takes sentences with identical subjects
as objects
/. b··tt/kBaaw11we 11 a ee
l'm a great B9immer.
,
tawee, -0 siv; hot (person, day, stove)
I /
Oxxaashe taweek
The sun is hot.
Chfa bii tawe:k
I am too hot.
IBaatawee n; War Dance Society; (baa + -)
J IOotchiash Baatawee = Nighthawks
t awJtchi siv; a lot,Hm.-:abundance
Itawutcheeta siv; dense, close together (as cloud streamers of
a horsetail cloud, slats of a fence); (- + eeta)
Bal: iitawt!tcheetak
Tnere's allot of trees.
Itaxxe n; banging noise
~alax'apim iilichfm t~ek
I t banged when he hitit with a board.
I h.uue ].
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I I I Itaxxehche, taxxewahche, taxxelahche, taxxehkuu atv; shoot (gun);
I(- + hche = cause)
u
I.
ua, aw-, al- atv; climb (ladder, mountain), ~tep on
Bach: ~ak
He stepped on my root/He gave me a mount.
I
ua, b-, d- in; wife
u~ b[aitchik
His wife is pretty.
I
uhpa in; tip, end
Isb{tchiia uhP/ ntfsshishik
The tip of his knife is broken.
chfisuhpischileaxa = fox
uu suffix; plural
alachawak!auashi = church
alatal~iaschiluu= gas station
ammaachimm~= school
ammaa{aschiluu = store
bahchil'-suuk = For Heaven's sake!
chihpawil~achihkuuaata= soaking wet (said of animates)
siv; dry
I 'h.kBaape uuc 1
I am thirs ty•.
Bi{ttaashtee ~uchik
:My- shirt is dry.
I I I I I ,
uutchee, uutbaa, uutdaa, uuttuu, uutbuu, uutduu atv; dry;
(- + ee = cause to be)
I h· b duus 1., -, - in; anus, base
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J IAwaxaawuushe kukaawook
I came from the foot of the mountains~
BaakJateesh ~ush aletk
The child has colic.
ahp~uShi = back of the head
I
ahpuushalatta = bump of knowledge
I
shituushi = bottom of a hill
I
uuwata an; metal, (before c. 1900) money; see
I IUuwate chichutuuk
Metal is hard.
filaalee ~wate kooiil{ook
Cars are made from metal.
Ibalaa = money
I
uuxa an; deer
I /..
Uuxe xussUk
Deer are fast.
,
uuxdaaka an; fawn; I(- + daaka = offspring)
x
h i. Ixac 1.1, baa-, da- atv; shake, move; aiv; run (said of a motor)
· I h/at dat hall h· akAwe xac ~1 1 C 1 aac 11
When the earth quakes i t is dangerous.
akihchixach!i an; railroad handcar; (ak + (ihchi + -))
xal1fa see ala, ahp~ = .outer ear
xal,{sshi, Ibaa-, da- aiv; run
Shik~akam xal~sshik
A boy ran.
Bishk~ app~a xalJsshik
He ran along side a dog.
I.
xapJ.~ siv; get lost
60tchiash xapfik
He was lost last night.
I. I. 1. 1 L. I. 1°1xapJ.~aa, xap~~waa, xap1.J. aa, xap~J.oo, xapJ.1wuu, xap1J. uu. atv;
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lose; (- + ee = cause to be)
'1·· · I 1°· b· '1· ° d l 1··xapaa 1.1., l..axpaa 11, ~a.xpaa ~J., 1axpaa 1.1
bundle
I~~liia chichitch~k
He respects his medicine.
in; medicine, medicine
I
xawua n; 'gringing noise (mice eating, crackers crumbling)
, /.Aasuua xawuaxapJ.k
His house came down crumbling.
Baaxawuf tatach~ chikJook
Crackers are good to eat.
Baaxawu~aalatchik
He kept on making this crumbling sound.
Ibaaxawua an; f~our, bread; (baa + -)
/ .
xaXXl
baaxawuaash{ an; flourmill; (baa + -) + ash! = house)
Baaxawuaashf n; Crow Agency, Montana; «baa + -) + ash! = house)
siv; having alternate cmlors, striped, pinto
Ist!ashke x~xxik
His horse is a pinto.
h i. d·" t ( f h )C 11.8 eaxxaXX1 = gray pa1n 0 orses
I
xe siv; be dripping, be leaking
Bastale'e x~k
l1y gas is leaking.
I
xee, -0
1. 1 "X11 1
siv; short (inanimate subject)
B~lisshe x~ek
}~ sleeve is short.
siv; gray
I 1. 1 "kAhpaa:x:e Xl.J. J.
The clouds are gray_
I '
cheetxiilisaa = gray wolf
,-~, .XOA.up1 n; hole in the ground
Al{an-nee koon xokJpik
There is a hole in the road.
~nglish-Urow Key
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a long time Ish~a away akukk6
a lot
above
accompany
across
afraid
again
again
again
among
taritchi
ckka
I
aakkaa
h al'·e ~ ~~
I
akahchi
kaka
11-00 l.a
h - ~ h-e ~pxuus ~
bag
ball
banana
bang
barely
base
be
bead
bead
become
I h-J.SS 1.
b£Upchi
h I-s ~J.pa
Itaxxe
ialash
I h-1.m.S1
Ikoo
Ibaalu
I
chiptaa.
dee
among
Anglo
animal
anus
appendix
arise
- Il.saa
ishtl
I
axua
/ h-u.us 1.
h I-s J.~pa
chil~
bee dakkaasM
beg bak{i
behind bit~
belong to ach{
b 1 b - Ie ow ~axsa
bend paxxfi
arm
arrive
I
aala
h I-11
bereaved
beside
. - /1.1ea
alaphshiko
Aspen t.rrove, Montana
arlrOW
ask
ask for
aslant
al~ta
bakli
kalAl{
ch~uwatchee
between
big
big
bird
chishp{ bite
. IJ.saa
ch~hchehxa.
. ~l.saa
I
apa
I
apuxa
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shipfta
Iblack brother ichuuka
I itbleached choosa brother iik ." ....,! 'I oJ· L J.. 1
bloody I brother · I'daxxush~ J.saa l.
sh~ brother-in-law /blue ilaashi
boast chil'shi bucket bukca
I Ibody axua buckskin baammaxi
bologna hI. build hilis 1~pa
bolt baafikshiiwi building Iash].
bone I burn 11 ..hul~ a axJ.~
I
b1U'Il Iboogie man cheeta dahkapee
boulder I burn I h Obaahpa 008 J.
bow b I' .. burnt I h.a axx1J. oos 1.
box / h· but htahl.SS l.
boy shikk.ka butt chish~e
brain hO / butter Ic 1wusa tala.a.
I !aschilibrainless chiwusa buy
I
.. h'·branch alaakaashuu camp 1.188 1.l-
I
cannibal
. I
bread xawua duueh1
I Ibreast aachi cap ihkuhpa ',_
bring hI. 1°1~1 car 1.1 aa
bring I h elhuu carry C 1.1
broken °1' he h· carton I hO1. U!U! 1.S ]. lJ9S 1.
I Ibrother baalaaxa casualty chishee
brother .I Ibachee catch dutchi
brother Icheeta cause ee
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chokecherry tree
challenge
corrugated P~uchi
t h o /coun C J.mDll.
I
cook ooshi
cooked / .oosh~
I
corner chua
,I
corpse shee
corrode duueh[
/.paxxJ.,l.
chil{a
I
hUll
cold
come
come apart shichf
back Icome kuu.
come out iikushchf
to Icome sahkee
complete k·UUW1.
confiscate I h0ah.aac 1. ].
I
converge on aal8.ahuu
court Ihawassee
cousin IakUpa
I h.cover 1SB J.
I
crazy baalaaxa
Crazy Dog bishk~
crooked
Ibala
Ihche
chil{ile
aalkn.uu
I
daaka
k:kta
Chihpf
daxch{
I
tawutchi
I
ahpaaxa
{shchi
I
chuuwatchee
awush{
me<
./ h··J.axc 21
bak{i
°t'~ axpuu
Ideaxa
chishp{
chi tchikk{
I
aachiwi
I
ua
cave
cause
center
ceremony
charge
child
child
chipmunk
claw
choke
church
clear
click
cleft
climb
climb
close
cloud
coating
cocked
cocked
cocoon
/.
pa.xxl.1
·h l ·1. awl.
crossing
Crow
alia
I
apa
cold Iapaa Crow Agency, Montana Ixawua
hI -cry C l.aX1
I-cry J.1we
cut akbi{li
cut Iapusa
I
cut apuxa
I
cut ragged achuut chua
cute {tchi
cyst
damp
dance
tatchuuk'
tat£ssaChi
dissh{
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do /d~aa
doctor /hawassee
dog bishk~
dollar Ibalaa
draped I h-ac 1ppee
dress ifttaashtee
drip /xe
drive chi1akai
drive in Idakkaashl.
drum bila':xa
dark chihpashf
darkness 60tchia
dyeddedicate ./ h··J.axc J.1
d I h-ry UUC 1.
dumbfounded
60shi
I
chehchehxa
different
depend on
bach
shilussh{
I
ahpa.
I
ahpa
I
awa
each other
ear -
eager
ear lobe
ear
earth. /1haata
I
uuxa
awush{
tawltchi
b ell.aa
I
shee
deer
den
dense
die
dip dahk~hpi
d - I h--1p 008 1.J.
dirty shishfa
eat
eat
eat
I
appee
duush!
I 1-00 1.
discouraged
discover
dismount
I
aapa
/1 -00 apJ.
edge
elbow
elephant
assahk~
. Il.spaxxa
I
apa
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excrement
I h. taac J.WJ.
· h/J.C ).
I
alJ.a
I
xawua
/kalaa
Ihawasaee
flee
foot
ford
fix
follow a line
toshi
flour
foodIahpaa
Ipeela
bishf
iich{ili
/
uhpa
bil~eli
duush{
end
elk
enter
evening
exist
etch
exist deeta forehead I.aXX1.1
father-in-law
Italaa
talfa
Ikaashi
aklchi
. I.
l.aXX:LJ.
kla
datchfishi
kalaaxt~
kafshi
h I.e 1J.sa,
slaka
akukk6
~
akkapa
. / h·l.axpass 1.
daxch{
I h· h·aac l.a 1
forget
forehead
foreleg
fork
gag
fox
former
frog
frozen
from
full
garnish
gas station
gash
genuine
gasoline
get in
is~ahka
· /ahk1sa a
. I
chJ.aa
.. I
J.~sa
I
alaxaxxJ.
baalfaxa
thchikaapi
'I ·00 apl.
bil£a
billa
Ibassaa
/baashu
awatel
··1/21. apxa
. Il.saaka
eye
extinguish
isht£
face
fan
far
father
father
father-in-law
I
uuxa
fearless
fawn
fearless
find
find
fireman
first
fire
fit into daksaksh{ get lost /.Xap1.1
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giraffe
go back
get out
get out
chich~chi
I
chuusa
1 10apaa ].
ihk4pa
chilaxch{
grow
handcar
half dollar
hand ishChf
h I.xac ~J..
hang around da.h.lci
hard chich~chi
dichf
hat
harem
hawk
Hardin, Montana
daksakshf
asaalf
baat~ch
bflaa
dahp{
iikushch{
chile'
I
aapa
/kuu
Idee
get up
go
give
go out
gold
God
head ihch~a
headwaters
gone
good
good
gore
haaw{
{tchi
tatte
chishte
head
heal
I
ahpa
I h Opaxsac 1
chich{
gray heart
grandfather iil{pxa
grasp d~tchi
h I.e J.J.sa
healed 60chia
hear iikukk6
Idaasa
groundhog
gray
grease
grease
green
greet
grind
groove
1
°1.X~~ ~
p[ttatchia
/talaa
. sh-6a
I
ohchikaapi
I
xawua
I
alaxalua
. I
chlhpa
help
herd
hill
hit
hit
hold
hole
holler
kuxShf
dieh{
shieh!
dich!
I °oOxpJ.
d~tchi
k ' 0XO upJ.
Ipaa
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keel over
intestineshollow dahklhpi
home /ashJ.
hoof °t'1. axpuu
hooked datch{ishi
hoot /pulua
horn pai.
horse hoiC ~l.
horse iich{ili
hot Itawee
Ihouse awaasuu
House of Representatives
. Ihuge ~saa
invite
joined
kill
knead
knife
knoll
know
know
ah~ ladle
land
h /oS l.J..pa
kuask.
datchfishi
bili
dappe'
I 0paxsachl.
b{tchii
I
atta
I
alaaxta
'-ehche
I h O °oos 1.1
I
awa
hungry 1 /0 hOa 1.J..8 J.
hurt . I~axxo
hustle °11~ 1
idle baal{innee ta
if dak
imprison Idaxch:L
language
lard
large
laugh
laugh
lawyer
tal~a
° /l.saa
°lOkk'1.J. aa
kk
°11.l. J..1.
inexperienced Ishua
insane Ibaalaaxa
insect Iapuxa
insect Iapuxa
inside Iawuu
intend ii
lengthened
lie iiwltchushi
alaxaxx{
kuxsh!
6hchiPchi
I
aapa
I
xe
. °h I'~~ U 1.
lawyer
lawyer
leaf
leg
leery
leak
Idahkapee
I
awa
incense
Indian
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I
aalaa
i14a
I
chua
I
uuwata
meat
maybe
messy
mate
medicine xap~lii
meet h{i
shishch{
metal
bil~
Ideaxa
iikiklci
shtepaali
shishchl
kal!shta
dahl4
light
listen
light
little
live
listless
littered
live with Ihkasshi might Iaalaa
long Ihachka militia I h.l.ssac l.
long ago Ibassaa mill Ixawua
look like
look
lose
I~kaa
I.
xapl.1.
mirror
moan
money
{kaa
billachi
balk,
lose weight
majority
h I .c J.ax~
I
chilaakshi
h · 1c ].~
xach{i
I
ahpa
Idappee
I
aksaa
I
chua
chti'uchuushi
I
aapa
mourn
morning
mount
move
murder
mule
neck
mustang
narrow
neat
,.
l.l.pa
baalkchi
I
ahu
hili
h /·l ·c l.~ apJ.
bache'
ah,{
magpie
mailman
make
make
male
many
make
man
massage
match
I .paxsach1
bil~
neck
neck
/
ahpa
Ialaakaw~
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· necklace
night
I ..
aap1J.
totchia
own
packrat
I
ee
h · I ul·e J.wawu 1.
Nighthawks 60tchia pair /chua
Idaaka
Ipoor batcheesh~
Plenty GOUpS alaxch{i
1 J h·p ug 1Bsac ~
part cthe hair IalakulJ.
I h.l.ssac ]..
Idaxch~
,
atta
bila.xp~a
Iiaxchii
I .
xaxxl.
baalk.chi
aksla
{shche
bak{i
I
chua
· hIl.e ~
ishchf
b · 11.J.
bilaa
paper
parent
partner
penny
pintp
paw
pebble
perform
people
plan
paw
plead
pointed
policeman
policeman
I
none haawl.
/
nose apa
not ssaa
notch chishpf
now kala
nut baa{ikshiiwi
old-fashioned Ibassaa
this side /on aakdo0sko
on top kka
I
one hawata
or hxuh
offspring
oil talk.
Id · lahko man ~sa a
original I h.kaas 1.
other Ihawata
other side Ichua
I
otter baapuxta
outfit Iee
overhear
overcome
pout chilfshi
owl
· I h.ch~pxuus l.
a.hlcixa
ChihP~
possessions
prairie chicken
I
ee
chichkcl
92
pretend dee
pretty {tchi
probe I h.paxsac J.
/purr pulua
push pb.chile
push Ipaaxalua
push pbxuUShi
put out h" ICl.aa
raise .. · hI1.1.W~S J.
/
rancher axua
rea.ch the summi t ak·aa:p~
read d~wee
ready I h.oos 1.
real kakhi
rear iiwishl
red hlsshi
rely b. Ion 1M
I
remember buh
I
remember sahkee
I
rockchuck chihpa
roll p£ttatchia
saturated
run away
shish,!shi
ak
h . IC J.IID1U
h i.J.1.
batcheesh!
I
aakinne
chil/
alia
ch{a
b · 1l.~
I
tatchuuka
fashi
chichk~
{shchi
I I"apaa l.a
b " h" I1.8 J.axpa
I
chehchehxa
I .
axxaxxl.
I .
xalu'3sh1
kalk
rich
ride
rise
roll up
road
rock
roan
run
rope
round
rust
sack
sage hen
rub
scar
scholar
school
score
.h Ich~ pa
I
axua
prairie dog
pray bak{i
prerogative
repeatedly ikahchi
respectable baal~tchi
return chissh!i
scout
scream
screw
I
cheeta
ilishe
baafikshiiwi
scrounge
sneak up on
sister-in-law
see
seize
seven
shake
sharp
shirt
shoot
shoot
shoot
short
shout
shy
sibling
sing
sing
singe
singed
sister
sister
sister
skid
skinny
slanted
sleep
-I'3. ).
!kaa
d~tchi
I
sahpua
h i.xac ~1.
I
atta
i{ttaashtee
dii
I _
oOXPl.
tlxxe
I
xee
/paa
_. I
1~sa
I
akupa
/ -balaxJ.
dc!awee
alcichuuchi
al~chuuchi
b{a
isahch!ita
iBahk~ta
I
b1.&
Idaxxalua
bil{
. Ib1tawee
-hI ·1. awl.
slender
slender
slender
slide
slide
slim
slip
slit
sloped
small
small
smashed
smell
smoke
soaked
soaked
soaked
soft
soldier
sometime
sometime
sorrow
soup
speak
speckled
chi160chi
I h-chuuchuus ~
h~chka
daxx!lua
/paaxalua
chiItochi
alatsh{
ak~chi
bit~wee
. I1a
kallshta
daxxllSh{
daahtoli
I
alakkuaa
ch~echia
alakkach{
chihp1
shishtfshi
daxsach{
I h-~ssac 1.
I
bakaalaa
Idaataalaa.
. - I1~sa
h I .-Upp11.
il{i
I h-puuc 1.
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94
spin alatsh{
split dassach{
spring b~
sprouted as{i
squashed IdaxxushJ.
stand out IdakkachJ.
I
start daawi
swingstay Idaachi
stuck ak60chi
stuck datchfishi
study h. IJ~
stupid alascheewf
survive ·1'~ J.
sweetheart ale_IJ.1
swim bfiwi
da.kklichi
steal Iataal~ swing · - ltd~1WJ. ee
steering wheel
I
step on ua.
I
chi1akaa. swollen
swollen gland Ialascheew1.
I.11.pa
cMisa
tail
synagogue
tail-bone
tail feather
I
ohchipchi
b _1J.~
still it
-l't h-·~ ~ S J.1.
stone
stink
stool pigeon
stretched
stop
store
stradle
string
string
striped
striped
stubborn
'hi000 a
I h-l-~asc J. 1.
1_,.. -e:t.CU\.J.nne
h I- h·S 1.1C ].
I
apua
chiptk
Ipuuahi
xlxxi
I
tatchuuka
take Idee
I
take away forcefully aachiahi
take care of d~
take in d~
talk -1 / .l. 11
tall
I _
chuuchuushJ.
tall Ihach..1<:a
tattle b{ile
teat I h-aaC1
teepee Iash1.
tied too high on the pole
tight dJtchi
thawed out
tomorrow
bill
. I
ahktixa
bahtl
I
balaxxii
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trail /alJ..a
transparent Ideaxa
I
travois alaakko
I
tree bala
tribe /koota
true
Ikaashi
true Ikoota
twine Iapua
wax
under be I~axsa
understand I.l.kaa
vaocinate Iapuxa
vehicle 1. 1~1 aa
visible I.aS1l.
wagon p~ttatchia
wait I 1-00 1
want b· 11.aa
Society IWar Dance tawee
war deeds alaxch!i
water
weak
weapon
typewriter chitohikk{
udder kchi
I
uncle iilapxa
I I
aapa uncle isaaka
shish,{shi
dfawii
/
awuu
shfichi
{hkuluu
I
ssaa
et'1. axpuu
chilaikshi
, hel-l.asc 1. 1.
kooli
hile'n
ba.a.t£ch
h · /l.nne
Idaxch1.
chfa
ihtl
lpasshi
I h· h-ape 1C 1.
I
uhpa
eeh 11~~.U 1.
haaw{
/
ssaa
this
these
three
tent
there
tip
tell on
thing
throw
tie
throw
toenail
tooth
toc;>
tire
touch
tired
touch
toward
to
touch
trade
weep
weep
well
wet
wet
wet
wet
wheel
when
whip
white
white
h I ·C J.8.XJ.
/.
1J.we
I heooc ~a
I h.
aJC:LC 1.
Chihp{
shish~shi
tatlssachi
· eh I'1.1. U J.
dak
datch~shi'
/
chl.a
I
choosa
wife
will
window
wise
within
wolf
woman
wood
wound
wrap
wrest
write
~
ua
ii
fkaa
baalLtchi
. I1saa
I
cheeta
b{a
Ibala
Idappee
£paalia
I heah-aac 1. ].
Ibaalaachi
96
white person isht~ yellow shfili
whole
whoop
wide eyed
Ikootaa
Ipaa
I
chehchehxa
yet
young
it
dfaka
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